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1.0 Executive Summary

This document provides guidance for implementation of a generic Technical
Specification improvement that establishes a new Technical Specification Limiting
Condition for Operation (LCO) Applicability rule, LCO 3.0.9, and its associated
Bases, to address degraded barriers that cannot provide their protective function(s)
for Technical Specification systems.

LCO 3.0.9 establishes a risk management approach for control of degraded barriers
that allows supported LCOs to not be declared not met for up to 30 days when
degraded barriers, which support one or more trains of a system, cannot perform
their required support (protective) function(s).

The Technical Specification revision modifies the provisions on equipment
Operability for supported systems and would allow plants to provide a limited
period of time to consider the supported system Operable wlhen the degraded barrier
is not capable of performing the required support function(s). It implements a risk
assessment and management approach. using the plant program established to meet
paragraph (a)(4) of the Maintenance Rule, 10 CFR 50.65.

This documeni discusses the following:

Risk management Techbical Specifications background
Description and implementation of the Technical Specification revision
Impact on plant procedures for Maintenance Rule (a)(4) risk assessment and
management
Risk assessment and management considerations for barriers that cannot
perform their related support function(s)
Use of the Maintenance Rule model to determine the impact of removal of a
barrier

2.0 Risk Management Technical Specifications - Background

This section provides a brief background discussion on the overall philosophy and
intent of introducing risk management concepts into Technical Specifications. The
term "risk management" is used because each of the risk-informed Technical
Specification initiatives relics on the risk assessment and management rcquiremcnt
of the Maintenance Rule as part of the basis for change, and the overall intent is to
provide a "risk management" approach to plant configuration control within the
Technical Specifications.

Historically, Technical Specifications address plant configuration control by
specifying limits on plant operation with equipment out-of-service, and actions,
often leading to plant shutdown, when these limits are not met. Technical
Specifications are primarily based on the deterministic design basis accidents, and
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have not traditionally considered the plant risk impact as a factor in the action
requirements. Further. Technical Specifications consider the synergistic effects of.
multiple out-of-service conditions for only a limited subset of cases (e.g., multiple
inoperabilities associated with a common safety function). 10 CFR 50.36 provides
the general requirements for the content of Technical Specifications, and, while not
explicitly structured to consider risk-informed content, provides opportunity for a
number ofrisk-informed improvements without the need for rulemaking.

The industry has achieved substantial gains in plant capacity factors over the last
several years through reduced planned outage duration and increased use of on-line
maintenance. This transition was facilitated through the use of probabilistic risk
assessment (PRA) and corresponding configuration management tools. In
November of 2000. a new provision. section (a)(4), was added to the Maintenance
Rule. 10 CFR 50.65, requiring assessment and management of risk due to plant
maintenance activities. NUMARC 93-01, "Industry Guideline for Monitoring the
Effectiveness of-Mainienance at Nuclear Power Plants," as endorsed by NRC
Regulatory Guide 1 .182, "Assessing and Managing Risk Before Maintenance
Activities at Nuclear Power Plants," provides guidance for implementation of this
rule. This document addresses the use of PRA, qualitative risk assessment, and
plant operating experience to assess plant risk due to maintenance activities, as well
as actions that may be taken to manage the risk as determined by the'assessment.

It was recognized that the configuration control requirements of Technical
Specifications (deterministic) and the Maintenance Rule (risk-informed) may be in
conflict, howevc, the licensee is required to comply with both, resulting in
limitations on configuration control flexibility that are not in proportion to plant
safety. Thus, industry has developed a series of initiatives intended to provide
greater flexibility and safety to decisions involving plant configuration control.
These initiatives involve:

* Equipment out-of-service times
* Equipment surveillance test intervals
* Plant shutdown requirements
* Mode change restrictions
* Missed surveillance requirements

All of these initiatives rely on the risk assessment and management techniques
developed for the Maintenance Rule provision described above. The overall
philosophy is that plant configuration control decisions should maintain the plant's-
existing baseline risk metrics, such as core damage frequency (CDF), within a
reasonable interval over time. Thus, the additional flexibility afforded by risk
management Technical Specifications should be used judiciously. For example, the
capability to use longer equipment outage times should not be employed to the
extent that the plant's baseline risk metrics increase over time due to increased
unavailability of key equipment. Additional regulatory elements; such as the NRC
Reactor Oversight Process, and other sections of the Maintenance Rule, provide
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further controls over these activities, bui should not be relied on as thc basis for
control of plant configuration decisions.

It is recognized that the risk assessment ahd 'management techniques, and models
developed by licensees to implemcnt the Maintcnance Rulc may vary in level of
sophistication. The process provided in this implementation guidance document
allows a plant to use its existing risk assessment tools to determine if the LCO 3.0.9
allowance is acceptable for use.

This initiative will result in somc' safety benefits for the industry. Implementation
of this initiative will better focusrIlant maintenaince and configuration control on
safety significant items. rather than application of Technical Specification system
LCOs that are deterministically based. Additionally. implementation of this
initiative will shift the licensee's focus to a consistent risk assessment and
management approach for barrier removal.

3.0 Reference Materials'

The following materials are useful for implementation of this initiative:

3.1 Federal Register Notice, D Oeleted:- R

This provides the notice of availability, and the model safety evaluation for
TSTF427, wvhich is available through the consolidated line item
improvement (CLIIP) process. This Fedleral R'eiisfer Notice isnposted on the
NRC Web, sitc at:
lttri://wwxvv.nrc.L'ov/rcaectorsiopcraiti iit iliccnsin.e/tcchsnccs!cllantes-isslle(-

for-adopt i<n.lt lll.

3.2 TSTF427, Revision 1, "Allowancec for Non Technical Specification
Barrier Degradation on Supported System OPERABILIT.". '

This TSTF is posted on the NRC Web site at:
littp:!/vv'xv.nlrcairov/rcactolrs'oper'itiniŽ 'I iccnlsijw'ztcchsnccs~chanlees-issucd-
for-adoption.hun)l.

TSTF-427 provides the following information necessary for implemcntatiod
of the license amendmnnt:

* justification ofchange,
* Detcrmination ofrno'significant hazards, and
* Marked up jagcs fr thc Improved Standard Technical Specification

NUREGs. '
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33 NUMARC 93-01, Revision 3, "Industry Guideline for Mlonitoring the
Effectiveness of Maintenance at Nuclear Power Plants"

Section 11 of the above document provides guidance for assessment and
management of risk due to maintenance activities. This section is endorsed
by NRC for implementation of 10 CFR 50.65 (a)(4) through Regulatory
Guide 1 .182, "Assessing and Managing Risk Before Maintenance Activities
at Nuclear Power Plants."

3.4 NRC Regulatory Information Summary (RIS) 2001-09, "Control of
Ilazard Barriers"

This document provides further discussion of the considerations for
determining Operability wvhen barriers are degraded.

4.0 Description of Technical Specification Revision

The following is a general description of the changes to the Technical
Specifications.

This initiative adds a new LCO Applicability rule, LCO 3.0.9, and its associated
Bases, to the Improved Standard Technical Specifications, to address barriers that
cannot perform their required support function for Technical Specification systems.
(This new requirement is numbered LCO 3.0.9 because TSTF-372 adds LCO
3.0.8.)

This LCO provides an allowance to not declare any associated LCOs not met for up
to 30 days if at least one train of the system is Operable and supported by barriers
capable of providing their required support (protective) function(s), and risk is
assessed and managed. Multiple trains of the same system may be impacted if the
barriers supporting each of the trains provide their related function(s) for different
initiating events, subjected to risk considerations. LCO 3.0.9 provides that at the
end of this time, the barrier(s) must be able to perform their required function(s) or
the associated LCO(s) shall be declared not met.

If the inability of a barrier to perform its support function does not render-a
supported system governed by the Technical Specifications inoperable (see NRC
Regulatory Issue Summary 2001-09, Control of Hazard Barriers, dated April 2,
2001), the provisions of LCO 3.0.9 arc not necessary, as the supported system is
Operable.

The new LCO 3.0.9 states:
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Wrehn one or Inoret required barriers alre unable to perforn their related support
finiction(s), any7 sirf )ported S.slivin LCOts) alre not required to be declared not met
solely for th is reason/Ir up' to 30 dars p1 roviied that iat least one train or subsystemn
oJtile supporled s.stem7n is OPERABLE andsupported bY barriers capable of
providing their related suppori fimction(s). and risk is assessed and managed. This
specification inay be conirm-rently- ap)plied to imore thaan one train or subsystein of a

uhltiple train or sUbs .steui support;Cd si stein provided at least one train or
subsistem of the suipported ststemn is OPERABLE and the barriers supporting each
of these trains or subs! stemns prolvide theii re lated supportfuniction7(s)for different
categories of initialing e(veints.

[For the pinpostes of this spe( ification. the [IHigh Pressure Coolant Ir jection / High
Pressure Core Spraij lssteim and the [Reactor Core Isolation Cooling] systen,
and the IA utonatic Depressur-ization Sy stem]7 alre considered independent
suhbsi stems oJaa single sy stem.]

I/the requir-ed OPERABLE train or subsy stenm becoomes inoperable while this
specification is in use, it nuest be restored to OPERABLE statts tithiin 24 hours or
the provisions oj'this specification cannot he applied to Mhe trdin,. or subsystems
supJ~ported by tIhe barriers that cannot perform their related support fiunction(s).

At the end of the specif ied period the required barriers mnust be able to perforn
their related support function(s) or the supported sYstenm LCO(s) shall be declared
not met.

The bracketed second paragraph is only-included in NUREG-1433 and NUREG-
1434, the Improved Standard Techibical Specifications for BWVR/4 and BNVWR6
design plants. This difference is discussed in Section 5.1, "Definitions," under the
topic "Single train systems (BWR)."

The Bases of LCO 3.0.9 are also new and establish the definition of what
constitutes a barrier-and what types of barriers are excluded: It lists the low
probability initiating events that form the justification for use of LCO 3.0.9, and
states that risk assessment and management must be addressed pursuant to the
Maintenance Rule, 10 CFR 50.65 (a)(4), and associated implementation guidance.
It further discusses the condition that must be met for application of LCO 3.0.9 to
more than one train of a system.

The new Bases of LCO 3:0:9 sl'taes: - .

`LCO 3.0.9 establishes conditiois under Which sisteinis desceribed in the Technical
Specifications are coonsider'ed to remaih OPERABLE whemi required barriers are
not capable of providing their related support Jfnction(s).
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Barriers are doors, walls, floor plugs. curbs, hatches, installed structures or
components. or other devices, not explicitdy described in Technical Specifications,
that support the perfornance of the safetyfiinction ofsJ-stems described in the
Technical Specifications. Tlhis LCO states thact the supported system is not
considered to be inoperable solelv due to required barriers not capable of
perfonning their related sup)portfiunction (s5) under the descri-bed conditions. LCO
3.0.9 alloits 30 dais before declaring the supported s.stem(.s) inoperable and the
associated LCO(s) associated with the suppor ted system(s) not met. A mincinnam
time is placed on each use of this allowance to ensure that as required barriers are
found or are otherwvise made unavailable, the! are restored. However, the
allowable duration mav be less than the specified maximunm time based on the risk
assessment.

If the allowed time expires and the barriers are unable to perform their related
supportfiunctiomn(s), the supported system 's L CO(s) must be declared not met and
the Conditions and RequiredActions entered in accordance with LCO 3.0.2.

This provision does not apply to barriers which support ventilation sustems or to
fire barriers. The Technical Specifi cationsfor ventilation systems provide specific
Conditionsfor inoperable barriers. Fire barriers are addressed by other
regulatory requiirements and associated plant programs. This provision does not
app!)' to barriers which are not required to support system OPERABILITY (see
NRC Regulatory Issue Summary 2001 -09, Control of Hazard Barriers, dated April
2, 2001).

The provisions ofLCO 3.0.9 are justified because of the low risk associated uswith

required barriers not being capable ofperfonning their relat edsupportfulnction.
This provision is based on consideration of the following initiating event
categories:

-- --------------------------------- Reviewer's Note -------------------------------------
L CO 3.0.9 may be expanded to other initiating event categories provided plant-
specific analysis demonstrates that the frequency of the additional initiating events
is bounded by the generic analysis or ifplant-specific approval is obtained froin the
NRC.

* Loss of coolant accidents;
* High energy line breaks;
* Feedwater line breaks;
* Internalflooding;
* Externalflooding; -

* Turbine missile ejection; and.
* Tornado or high w ind.
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The risk impact o Jthe harriers which coanot perforin their relatedu .pipoiot
fil7iction(s) mst he o addressed pursuant to thJe Hisk assessment a/7d managemenJ
provlision oJthe ,aintenance Rile. 10 CFR 50.65 (oa)(4),a ad the associated
implementation guidan e Regulatomy Guide 1. 182, 'Assessing and Managing Risk
Be/are Maintenance Ac(ivities at Nuclear Power Plants. " Regulatorty Guide 1.. 182
enidorses the guidance in Section 11 ofNUAIARC 93-01. "Industiy Gulidelinefor
Montiorinkg the E/frctiveness of Mlaintenance at Nuclear Power Planis. This
guiidance l providesfor the consideratio; of d!ynamic plant configuration issues,
emergent conditions, amid other aspects pertinemmt to plant operatio7 with the'
haIm-iers unoable to per/ri-n their relatedstuppom-tfinction(s). These considerations

mnay result in risk managemtent and other compensatory actions being required
durhnkg the pem-iod that barriers are n7able to perfornn their related support
fi/llitio7(s).

L CO 3.0.9 m 1! he applied to one or more trains or subsivstenis of a scstem
supported by bar,-iers that cannot provide their- related sipportflnctioln(.s)
provided that risk is assessed and managed (inc1/ding' consideration of the elketc

In /ee emli- r1' elea(tse aIld XirOln ~termll evenltSI. Jf opplied conicur7ren)tly to more

than one train or subs!ystem of a multiple train or subsystem sutpported s!'stem, thl'
harriers supporting each of the'se trains or subsistemns must provide their related
s i )port finct iomnt'(s) for. dijferemmt categories of initiating events. For example; LCO
3.0.9 mia be appliedfor up to 30 daysfor more thani one train of a hiultiple train
supporled system ifthe affected barrierfor one train protects against internal
flooding and the affected barri;r for the other train protects against toniado
missiles. In this example, the affected barrier mcav be the same physical barrier hilt
serve different protection fiunictionisfor each train.

/[HPCI (high pressure core injection) jHPCS (1high pressure core spray)] and
RCIC (reactor core isolation cooling) systems are single train systenmsfor injecting
makeup water into the reactor thiring an accident or transient event. RCIC svstem
is not a safety svsteem, nor required to operate during a transient, therefore, it does
not ha0e to meet the singlej filhire criterion. Tle [HPCI /HPCSj sistem proivides
backup in case of a RCIC s!vstenifailure. The ADS .(automatic depressurizction
.svstem) and low pressure ECCS coolant injection provide the core coolingfiinction
in the event /ffailure of the [HPCI /HPCS] sistem ditring an acciden t. Thls, for
the purposes oJLCO 3.0.9, the /HPCI /HPCS] system, and the RCIC systen, and
the ADS are considered independent subs vstemns of a single system and LCO 3.0.9
can he used on these single train sYstems in a mnanner similar to multiple train or
subsi stemn svstems.]

IJ during the time that LCO 3.0.9 is being used, the required OPERABLE train or
subs icstemn becomes inoperable, it miust be restored to OPERABLE status within 24
houm-s. Otherwise, the train((s) or subs ystem(s) sutpported by barriers that cannot
perform their related supportfinmction((s) considered must be declared inoperable
and the associiated LCOs declared not mel. This 24 hour period provides ti7e lo
respomid to emergent conditions that would otherwvise likely lead to entry into LCO

_ _ _

.. . I.
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3.0.3 and a rapid plant shuttdowt n. w!hIzich is not justi/jed given the lowt probabili' of
an initiating event which wvould require the ha-rier(s) not ca pahle of perfornming.
their related supportfinction(s). During this 24 hour period. the plant risk
associated with the existing conditions is assessed and managed in accordance wvith
10 CFR 50.65(a)(4).

The bracketed paragraph is only included in NUREG-1433 and NUREG-1434, the
Improved Standard Technical Specifications for BWR/4 and BWR/6 design plants.
This difference is discussed in Section 5.1, "Definitions," under the topic "Single
train systems (BWR)."

5.0 Impact on Maintenance Rule (A)(4) Program for Assessment And
Management of Risk

5.1 Definitions

Degraded barrier'

The Bases for LCO 3.0.9 state: "Barriers are doors. walls, floor plugs,
curbs, hatches, mechanical devices, or other devices, not explicitly described
in Technical Specifications that support the performance of the function of
systems described in the Technical Specifications."

For the purposes of LCO 3.0.9, "barrier" refers to a barrier, or system of
barriers, protecting one train of a safety system from a given initiating event.
For example, an HELB barrier may contain multiple physical components,
but is defined as a single "barrier" since it protects a train of a system from a
specific initiating event. For the cases where multiple physical components
make up the barrier, licensees will ensure that the degraded condition does
not collectively last more than 30 days every time LCO 3.0.9 is used without
declaring the supported systems LCOs not met.

A "degraded barrier," as discussed in this document, means a barrier that
has been found to be degraded and must be repaired, or that is purposefully
removed or reconfigured to facilitate maintenance activities. Momentary
opening ofa door to permit access to or egress from a room does not require
assessment as a "degraded barrier" under this allowance. This activity
should be covered through administrative controls. However, propping
open doors, or running cables, ventilation devices, or other equipment
through an open doorway that functions as a barrier constitutes a "degraded
barrier."

Single train systems (BWR)
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Most safety functions are served by dual or multi-train systems. For BWN'Rs.
IIPCI (high pressure core injection), IIPCS (high pressure core spray) and
RCIC (reactor core isolation cooling) systems are single train systems for
injecting makeup wloater into the reactor during an accident or transient
event. RCIC system is not a safety system, nor required to operate during a
transient, therefore, it does not have to meet the single failure criterion.
Additionally, the I-PCI or HPCS system provides backup if necessary in
case of a RCIC system failure. The ADS (automatic depressurization
system) and low pressure ECCS provide the core cooling function in the
event of failure of IIPCI or 1IPCS system during an accident. The ECCS, as
a whole, not HPCI or HPCS system alone, must meet the single failure
criterion.

Thus, for the purposes of LCO 3.0.9, the IIPCI/IIPCS, the RCIC system,
and the ADS are considered independent subsystems of a single system.
Therefore, these systems would be treated in the same manner as two
redundant trains (of the same system) in a PWR. This allowance is stated in
LCO 3.0.9 in the BWR ISTS (NUREG-1433 and NUREG-l1434) and
described in the BWR LCO 3.0.9 Bases.

5.2 Maintenance Rule Risk Assessment Program Implications

Use of LCO 3.0.9 requires that a risk assessment and management of the
risk be conducted prior to using the degraded barrier allowance. Each
licensee has a program in place to meet the requirements of the risk
assessment and management provision of the Maintenance Rule, 10 CFR
50.65(a)(4). TSTF-427 relies on this program to address risk considerations,
and requires some modification of the applicability of the current (a)(4)
program.

It is recognized in NUMARC 93-01 that the rigor of licensee risk
assessment programs may vary depending upon the degree to which plants..
perform online maintenance on multiple systems simultaneously. Thus, the
ability to address the risk impact of multiple combinations of dcgraded
barriers should be considered, and, as appropriate, restrictions may need to
be placed on the use of LCO 3.0.9. This includes limiting the use of the
LCO 3.0.9 to a reasonable number of degraded barriers at a given time, such
that combinations of barriers/initiators are capable of being addressed by the
risk assessment and management tool. ,.

Procedures in place to implement this program will need certain
modifications, as discussed below:

1. As part of the license amendment request to implement TSTF-427,
the licensee must commit to the guidance of NUMARC 93-01,
Section I1. Currently, NRC Regulatory Guide 1.182 provides that
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the NUMARC guidance is one acceptable approach to implemcnt 10
CFR 50.65(a)(4). Implementation of TSTF-427 will require that the
guidance is followed as written, and that alternative methods for
assessment and management of risk are not used. The guidance as
written provides some flexibility with respect to risk assessment and
management approaches.

NUMARC 93-01 Section 11.3.2.6 states:

"Performance of maintenance ma! iinvolve alterations to the flci/lir
or proceduresfor the duration oji he maintenance activity.
Examples of these alterations include jumpering terminals, liffing
leads, placing temporary leadl shielding on pipes and equipment.
removal of barriers and use of temporary blocks, bypasses,
scalffolding andcsupports. Tlie as.sessment shou0ld include
consideration of the impact of these alter-ations on planti scqfetv
functions. [emphasis added]

2. For implementation of this initiative, the plant program and
procedures will need to be revised to ensure thai the risk assessment
and management process is used xyhenever a barrier that falls within
the scope of LCO 3.0.9 is considered degraded, as per the definition
in Section 5.1.

A comprehensive listing of plant barriers and their design basis function is
not required to implement TSTF-427 as the risk analysis can be performed
for degraded barrier(s) on a case-by-case basis. However, if one is
available, it will save the licensee time in the performance of the risk
assessment.

6.0 Risk Assessment and Management Considerations

This section describes considerations for risk assessment and management relative
to the use of LCO 3.0.9. Licensecs should consider barriers like any other piece of
equipment that is out-of-servicc and to take appropriate actions. Existing
Maintenance Rule (a)(4) programs are expected to be used.

6.1 Methods of Assessment.,

NUMARC 93-01 provides guidance for risk assessment during power
operations (section 11.3.4) and during shutdown conditions (section 11.3.6).
NUMARC 93-01 does not contain addijional risk assessment guidance that
specifically addresses plant conditions between power operations and
shutdown. (The guidance notes that a transition risk assessment may be
used if it is available, but this is an optional consideration in that it would
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generally be used to demonstrate offsetting risk impacts to support online
maintenance.) However, the approach of NUMARC 93-01 can be used to
address the use of LCO 3.0.9 with degraded barriers.

It is expected that consideration of the risk impacts of using LCO 3.0.9 will
generally be performed qualitatively, or through a combination of
quantitative and qualitative methods. For those plants capable of
quantification, (i.e., have the barrier explicitly modeled in the PRA), the risk
impact can be quantified and compared to the risk management thresholds
provided in section I 10 of NUMARC 93-01 as stated above. Appropriate
risk management actions can then be implemented.

In performing this assessment, it should be ensured that adequate defense-
in-depth for key safety functions evill be preserved.

To ensure that the plant risk is quantitatively addressed in an integrated
fashion, the actual plant configuration should be used when invoking LCO
3.0.9. When an emergent condition occurs, the original risk assessment will
be re-evaluated in accordance with (a)(4).

6.2 Process for Risk Assessment for LCO 3.0.9

The overall process for determining if the use of LCO 3.0.9 is acceptable is
shown in Figures I and 2. The steps in the process are discussed in more
detail following the flowchart.

While LCO 3.0.9 does jiot limit the applicability to specific numbers of
degraded barriers, caution should be used relative to the total number of
barriers and/or systems for which the allowance is applied at any one time.
In general, the scope of applicability of the allowance should be limited, as
appropriate, based on the follolwing considerations:

1. The overall risk importance of the system or combination of systems
to which the allowance would be applied at a given time.

2. The dependencies between systems to which the allowance is
applied at a given time.

3. The capability of the risk assessment tool to quantify the impact of
the combinations of barriers to which the allowance is applied.

With regard to item 2; it is dxpt6ied that either dependencies ill be
accounted for in the confi'gration-specifie modeling or a qualitative
assessment of dependencies wvill be performed. If the systems are
independent, then the flowchart (Figures I and 2) can be used successively
for each system, and the results added to determine the total risk. If there
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arc dcpcndencies betwccn thc systcms, the actual risk may be greatcr than
that indicated by adding the results of the flowchart applications. In this
case, the barrier(s) should not be removed from both systems unless they are
protecting against different (independent) initiating events. or unless the risk
impact of the dependency is capable of being addressed by the risk
assessment tool.

As general guidance, it is recommended that the use of LCO 3.0.9 to
facilitate planned maintenance activities should consider the following:

1. The allowance should not normally be applied to more than two
degraded barriers on a given train (e.g., more than two degraded
barriers protecting the same train against different initiators).

2. The use of the allowance should normally be limited to no more than
two degraded barriers on a given system at a single time (e.g., one
degraded barrier protecting against one initiator on train A. and a
degraded barrier protecting against another initiator on train B).
However, this does not infer that the use of LCO 3.0.9 permits
different barriers, protecting redundant trains against the same
initiating event, to be removed from service simultaneously.

3. For maintenance planning purposes, it is a good practice to apply
the allowance in a train-wisc fashion, in conjunction with other
plant-widc maintenance activities on the same train. This simplifies

the assessment process, allows for risk management actions to
ensure the availability of thc opposite train, and is a standard risk
management good practice.

4. Ifthc barrier(s) in question protects against an external event (e.g.,
tornado), the use of LCO 3.0.9 for initiating events not modeled
quantitatively should be limited to a barricr(s) on a single train at a
time. See NUMARC 93-01 for sevcre wcather guidance
information.

The flowchart and corresponding discussion of thc process is intended to
evaluate the removal of one or more degraded barriers from service per
system. The process needs to be repeated if considering additional degraded
barriers protecting another system.
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Figure I
Process for Assessing the Acceptability of Using the Degraded

Barrier Allowance - Part I

CO 3.0.9 Applicability Rule for Barriers

Step i:Identify the initiating event category for
|the degraded barrier(s).;

Step 2: Is the barrier(s) part of a ventilation
system, a fire barrier, protecting only non-Tech Yes LCO 3.0.9 does not apply. In the case
Spec Systems, a snubber, or not rendering a of a snubber. LCO 3.0.8 applies.
Technical Specification system inoperable?

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ N o
_No Step 4: Docs the degraded

barrier protect a single train
Step 3: Does the degraded barrier (or barriers) system?
protect only one train of a two-train system? (See BWR system description

in Section 5. 1.)

Yes (Cases I b, I c) No Yes
Case Ila)

Step 5: NOTE: The following question
must be asked for each degraded barrier:
Does the barrier protect both trains of a
two-train system?

No Yes
(Case 2)

Step 6: Do the degraded barriers.
provide the support function for
different categories of initiating
events?

Yes No ,,
it(Case 3) (Case 4) LCO 3.0.9 allowance

M , , not permitted.

Continue toFigure 2, Part|
2of Flowchart.
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Figure 2
Process for Assessing the Acceptability of Using the Degraded

Barrier Allowance - Part 2

Continued from Figure 1,
Part I of Flowchart.

Step 7: Consider conditions of the TSTF-
427 Technical Justification.

| Step 7a: Determine the ratio of IE /IET for the initiating events against wvhi|ch
the degraded barrier(s) protects.

Step 7b: Determine the configuration-speci Fc RAW of the Technical
Specification supported system(s) or component(s) the degraded barrier
supports and review insights for high RAW values.

Step 7c: Use the plant baseline CDF and the baseline LERF to determine the 1
|acceptability of LCO 3.0.9. .

J Slep 7d: Consider the impact of external events on the risk evaluation (may
. be quantitative or qualitative).

Step 8: Perform a risk assessment in accordance with Maintenance Rule
(a)(4) program.

Step 9: Are results of (a)(4) evaluation No | LCO 3.0.9 allowance
acceptable? not permitted. ne

Yes
I .

Step 10: Identify and establish risk management actions as appropriate,
including considerations for high system or component RAW, external
events, and LERF.

. . . . . . .I i i I

Step I1: Determine the risk-informed completion time, T,.
Degraded barrier must be restored within the risk management .
actions duration not to exceed 30 days, or enter the associated
LCO.

Remove
. ,. barrier from
. . .service.
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Step 1: Identify the Initiating Event Categorv for the Degraded
Barrier(s)

As stated in the Bases to LCO 3.0.9, the provisions of LCO 3.0.9 arc based
on the following initiating event categories:

* Loss of coolant accidents,
* High energy line breaks,
* Feedwater line breaks,
- Internal flooding,

* External flooding,
. Turbine missile ejection, and
* Tornado or high wvind.

For the barrier(s) in question, determine the initiating event category (or
categories) against which the barrier(s) is protecting the Technical
Specification system.

If it is desired to use LCO 3.0.9 for a barrier protecting against an initiating
event not on the'above table, but .Vithin the frequency ranges considered in
TSTF-427, (as discussed further in Step 7a), the Initiative.7a analysis is
applicable for that initiator. However, should the initiating event frequency
not be bounded by the frequencies given, plant-specific information must be
provided for NRC approval.

Step 2: LCO 3.0.9 Barrier Exclusions

As stated in the Bases to LCO 3.0.9, this provision does not apply to barriers
that support the following:

1. Ventilation systems (TSTF-287, Revision 5, "Ventilation System
Envelope Allowed Outage Time," approved by the NRC on March
16, 2000, provides a 24-hour Completion Time for ventilation trains
made inoperable by inoperable barriers),

2. Fire barriers (compensatory actions for degraded fire barriers arc
addressed in other regulatory requirements and associated plant
programs), '

3. Snubbers (which are covered by TSTF-372 and LCO 3.0.8.),

4. Non-Technical Specification systems, and

5. Supported Technical Specification system(s) if the inability of a
barrier(s) to perform its support function does not render the
supported system inoperable.
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If "Ycs.'" then LCO 3.0.9 does not apply. If "No," then proceed to Step 3.

Step 3: Number of Trains of a Tw o-Train System Impacted

There are four specific cases of combinations of trains and barriers
that are considered in the process. The four cases are:

Case 1: One or more barriers protect onc train of a system
Case 2: One barrier protects both trains of a two-train system
Case 3: Different barriers protect different trains of the same system for

different initiating events (no dependencies)
Case 4: Different barriers protect different trains of the same system for the

same initiating event

The individual cases can be further described as shown in Table 1. See
Appendix B for a corresponding table and notes for plants wilhil threc-train
systems. The IEj indicates that the barrier protects the Technical
Specification equipment from initiating event "i."

Table I - Process Cases for a One or Two-Train System

Case Train I of Svstem A Train 2 of System A Comment
Impacted by Barrier(s) Impacted by Barrier.

I a Barrier I - IE, N/A - Single Train System LCO 3.0.9 not allowed.
lb Barrier I - IEl No LCO 3.0.9 allowed subject

to MR risk assessment
._ _. (Step 8).

Ic Barrier I - IE, No LCO 3.0.9 allowed subject
Barricr 2- IElor IE2  to MR risk assessment.

._ (Step 8).
2 Barrier I - IE, Barrier I- IE, LCO 3.0.9 not allowed.
3 Barrier I - IE, Barrier 2 - IE2  LCO 3.0.9 allowed subject

to MR risk assessment
_ _,_,_,_(Step 8):

4 Barrier I - IE' Barrier 2 - IE, LCO 3.0.9 not allowed.

Case I represents a barrier or barriers that impact only one train of a system.
The system may have only one train or two trains. Case I a is not allowed
regardless of the initiating event sinceca loss of system fdttction c6uld result.
An example of this would be a barrier on the Refueling Water Storage Tank,
which is considered a single system (component). Cass'I b'and I c may'be
acceptable after satisfying the performance of a risk asscssmcnt in Step 8'
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Case 2 represents a single barrier that impacts both trains of a two-train
system. This condition is not allowed by LCO 3.0.9 as it also involves a
potential loss of system function.

Case 3 represents different barriers impacting both trains of a two-train
system with each barrier protecting against a different initiating event. This
situation may be acceptable after performance of a risk assessment in Step 8.

Case 4 represents different barriers impacting both trains of a two-train
system with each barrier protecting against the same initiating event. This
condition is not allowved by LCO 3.0.9, as it involves a potential loss of
system function.

Step 3 asks if only one train of a two-train system is protected by a
barrier(s). I f "Yes," then Cases I b and I c apply and the process proceeds
directly to Step'7. If "No,' then a check of the other combinations of trains
and barriers is made in the next three steps.

Step 4: A Barrier Protecting a Single Train System

This step checks for Case I a, where a degraded barrier protects i single train
ofa single train system. (See BWR system description in Section 5.1.) If
the answer is "Yes," then this condition is not allowed by LCO 3.0.9, as it
involves a potential loss of system function. If the answer is "No," then
proceed to the next step to check for Cases 2, 3, and 4.

Step 5: Check for Acceptable Combinations of Barriers and Trains:
Single or Multiple Barriers, Both Trains of Same System

Does the degraded barrier protect both redundant trains of the same system
from the same initiating event?. (This question must be asked for each
degraded barrier.) If"Yes," then Case 2 is in effect and the LCO 3.0.9
allowance is not permitted to be applied to the barrier, as this results in a
potential loss of system function. If the response is "No," then it is implied
that there are different barriers that protect each train of a system. This may
or may not be acceptable depending on the initiating event(s) and the results
of the risk assessment. The process continues to the next step to check
Cases 3 and 4.. .. ..

Step 6: Different Barriers That Impact Both Trains

Do the degraded barriers impact. both trains of the same system and provide
protection against different categories of initiating events? If."Yes," then
Case 3 is in effect. These conditions may be acceptable after the
performance of a risk assessment in Step 8. If "No," then Case 4 is in effect
since the barriers must protect against the same initiating event. LCO 3.0.9
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allowaance would not be permitted for this condition, as a potcntial loss of
system function could result.

Step 7: Consider Conditions of the Technical Justification for use of
LCO 3.0.9

To arrive at Step 7, one of two situations must have occurred: I) one or
more barriers protect a single train of a two-train system. or 2) two or more
barriers protect both trains of a two-train system, each providing support for
different initiating events. Step 7 evaluates and determines plant-specific
parameters discussed in the technical justification provided in TSTF-427
that are used in the plant risk assessment to justify the use of the LCO 3.0.9
allowance. (The user is not limited by the example used in the TSTF-427
technical justification.) When these data are determined. insights from the
information can be used in the performance of a risk assessment in
accordance with the licensee's (a)(4) program for the barricr(s) in question.

The technical justification for removal of a barrier in TSTF-427 is based on
the following equation for the incremental core damage probability (ICDP)
and input parameters:

1E,[CD 876I7]X [(RA 1Vj X CDFne )CDF,',.

where,

I. IEi fET is theratio of the initiating event frequency for which the
degraded barrier is designed to mitigate to the total initiating event
frequency for the plant.

2. Configuration-specific Risk Achievement Worth (RAWj) for the
protected equipmentj is the importance (to CDF) of the Technical'
Specification equipment (train or component) for which the
degraded barrier is designed to protect.

3. CDFb, , (per reactor year) is the base case CDF.
4. T, (hours) is the length of time the affected barrier is unavailable, or

the allowed time..

Step 7a: Determine the Ratio of IEj (IET

The provisions of LCO 3.0.9 are justified because of the lowriskassociated.
with barriers not being capable of performing their required support
function. This provision is based on consideration of the following
initiating event categories:
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* Loss of coolant accidents,
lHigh energy linc brcaks.
Fecedwater line breaks,

* Internalflooding,
* External flooding,
* Turbine missile ejection. and
* Tornado or high winds.

The user is not limited by the example used in the TSTF-427 technical
justification. LCO 3.0.9 may be expanded to other initiating event
categories, provided plant-specific analysis demonstrates that the frequency
of the additional initiating events is bounded by the generic analysis
provided in TSTF-427 or plant-specific approval is obtained from the NRC.

The user should determine the ratio of IE; AIET and confirm on a plant-
specific basis that for any initiator used to justify use of LCO'3.0.9, the
bounding value of 9.1 E-31 is not exceeded. The user should determine on a
plant-specific basis the ratio of IEi /JET foreach initiator against which the
barrier protects w'here each term is defined as follows:

* IE; (per year) is the frequency of the initiating event for which the
affected barrier is designed to mitigate, and.

* JET (per year) is the total initiating event frequency for the plant.

This ratio should be determined for each initiating event for which the
affected barrier is designed to protect against whether or not the affected
initiator was considered in the example in TSTF-427. The resultant sum of
all the ratios should be less than the bounding value of 9.1 E-03.

For those users that have only internal events PRAs and the barrier(s) in
question protects against an external event (e.g., tornado), the expectation is
that the user will make a reasonable effort to determinic the initiating event,
frequency on a generic basis taking into account the physical location of the
plant. For example, a plant in Kansas should ensure that an appropriate
tornado initiating event frequency is deteimined for that area of the country.

Step 7b: Determine the Risk Achievement Mlorth (RAWN') Value

Dctermine the configuration-specific RAW valuc2 of the'Technical
Specification supported system(s). If the RAW value is high or expected
high, generally taken to be on the order of 100 or above for a sinile

,. . .

9.1 E-03/yr is the value of the most likely initiator for which this LCO would apply, based on a steam
line break, per NUREG 5750. Table G-l . Further. IET w-as assumed equal to I/yr. This was the limiting
case used in NRC's reviewv of the initiative. See TSTF-427 for additional discussion.

2 Alt subsequent references to RAW values are intended to be configuration specific.
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component or for several systems or components considered collectively,
the expectation is that the rigor of the risk analysis and review of insights
will correspondingly increase. In general. when the RAW value is 100 or
greater, LCO 3.0.9 should not be invoked. Hlowever, an assessment can be
performed that considers more than the numerical value of RAW. If the
equipment is modeled in the PRA (or an acceptable surrogate is used), then
a review of the important sequences that drive the RAW value is
recommended to better understand the risk profile. This cut set review will
provide valuable information and insights relative to the barrier(s) being
taken out-of-service and will increase the overall understanding of the risks
associated writh the barrier removal.

The following guidance is provided to help determine the RAW value.

1. If a single barrier affecting a single Technical Specification
component in a system is degraded. the RAW value is just the RAW
value of the protected component (or suitable surrogate, e.g., RAW
value of the system train) obtained from configuration-specific PRA.
This can be obtained directly from the basic event(s) in question.

2. If a single barrier affecting a single Technical Specification
component in a system is degraded, the RAW value can be estimated
by setting the component to out-of-serviec in the PRA and solving
the model. The resultant RAW v'alue of the protected component (or
suitable surrogate) is the ratio of the new CDF to the base case CDF.

3. If multiple Technical Specification equipment in different systems
are involved due to multiple barriers being removed at the same
time, the configuration-specific RAW from all affected
systems/components needs to be considered.

If there are interactions or dependencies between the affected
components or systems (or it is desired to determine if such
dependencies exist), perform a specific evaluation using a
configuration-specific model to determine the RAW value of the
combined failure of the components. This can be performed by
solving for (or by using pre-solved configurations of) out-of-serviec
plant equipment to determine the combined RAW value of the
Technical Specification systems/components for the degraded
barriers. The RAW value is estinated from the ratio of the CDF to
the base case CDF. . ;

Step 7c: Check the Plant Baseline CDF and LERF

The example in the technical justification assumes that the baseline CDF
and large early release frequency (LERF) is such that the esiimated ICDP
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and incremental large carly release probability (ILERP) remain within
acceptable limits for up to a maximum of 30 days. The maximum values
used in the Technical Justification arc .CDF < I E-04/reactor-year and LERF
< lE-05.reactor-year. While the licensee is not limited by the values in the
technical justification, the licensee should use the plant baseline CDF and
LERF in conjunction wvith the RAW value and initiating event frequency
previously evaluated in detcrmining any risk management actions.

(Deleted: Februm
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The techlical juslification assumes that L.RF iipact is an order of
magnitude less than CDll' impact. This is generallv a conservalive
assumption. I lo evxei-. i f tihl lharrir protects a syslem iatl is si nili.a11 to
militation of containmcnt bypass events. such as intcrfacing svstemns I.O('A
or sICamIl vencrator tube rulpturc. assess the LlERF impact lSill" a zi laitaliixe.

quantilttyic. or blended approach. i.e.. thie PRA model andlor othei risk
infolrmtioll. Examples of svstems that mav be important to LERI
mitiuation for conainiecnt bypass include:

* [or 13\VRs: NlSIVs. I IPCI. RCIC. Isolation Condener. and( Low
Pressure ICCS.

* For PWRs: M1S'1Vs. PORV. AFW. IIPI. Secondary Side ileat
Relmoval. Steamn Gencrathr Isolation

If a (uatitiiativt aIssessmilentl of the LFRF impact cannot be malde. the use of
l.C(O 3.0.9 at .1a iven time should be limited to a single barrier protectinge a
system that is significliat to mitication of containment bypass events.

Step 7d: Consider the Impact of External Events on the Risk
Evaluation

If the plant baseline CDF and LERF already contain extcrnal events, then no
further action is needed in Step 7d since these events have already been
considered in the quantitative analysis.

It is recognized, however, that ini some cases, the above values are
calculated using only an internal events PRA. In this casc. consideration
should also be given io the CDF 'and LERF contribution frbm external
events. Based on thc barricr(s) involved, a qualitative assessment should be
made. Based on this assessment and the impact of the external events
involved, some additional margin to account for their contribution to the
CDF and LERF should be considered.

Note: If the PRA' considers internal events only and the initiator(s) of
interest is related to an external event, then for thescinitiating event
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categories there will be no contribution to the internal CDF and
consequently no risk delta unless gcncric.data or PRA surrogate information
arc uscd for Steps 7a through 7d. For this situation, a qualitative assessment
should be made for the barrier(s) being considered for removal from service
to determine any additional insights to be used in the risk assessment
performed in Step 8. If the banjicr(s) in ouestion protects aeainst an
external cx ent i. .. tornado. external flood. etc) that is not modeled in tie
PRA. the use of LCO 3.0.9 at a Uiven time should be limited to a sinele
barrier protecti m auaiist such ain inodeled external initiating event.

Plant studies have been performed for the purposes of the Individual Plant
Examination for External Events (IPEEE). These studies have involved
either PRAs. or screening methods such as Fire Induced Vulnerability
Analysis (FIVE) or Seismic Margins Analysis (SMA), and screening studies
for other external events (such as external floods or high winds). These
studies provide information that may be helpful in determining the external
events risk contribution. For example. plant systems or components that
participate in safe shutdown paths identified through FIVE or SMA
evaluations should be considered to have external events risk importance.
Another way external events risk importance can be accounted for is by
modifying the RAW value using the insights from the IPEEE and similar
analyses. Risk management actions should take this into account, even if
the external events risk importance cannot be directly quantified.

If PRAs have been performed for external events, then insights from these
PRAs can be used to establish risk management actions. Caution should be
used in adding the results of various PRA models, depending upon their
biases, degree of modeling detail, and other considerations.

Step 8: Risk Assessment

The technical justification assumes acceptable ICDP values will result to
justify up to a 30-day time period based on consideration of the ratio of IEi
/IET being less than the bounding value of 9.1 E-03, acceptable RAWV value
of the Technical Specification supported system, and acceptable plant
baseline CDF and LERF values. The risk assessment may determine up to a
maximum 30-day acceptable time period before the LCO of the Technical
Specification supported system must be entered if the barrier(s) has not been
restored to fulfill its support function. If the risk assessment does not
support removal of the barrier from service without declaring the supported
system inoperable, then ther LCO 3.0.9 allowance should not be used.

Performance of a risk assessment necessitates having some basic
information regarding the barrier in question. Specifically the following
must be known about the barrier and its supported system:
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1. The Technical Spccification system or equipment that it supports
2. The initiator(s) for which the barrier is protecting against
3. The initiating event frequency for the initiator in question
4. The RAW value of the Technical Specification supported system(s)

or component(s)

The barrier that cannot perform its required support function will be
evaluated and managed under the Maintenance Rule 10 CFR
50.65(a)(4) risk assessment and management program (see Section
5.0), and associated industry guidance (NUIMIARC 93-01, Revision
3). This provision is applicable whether the barrier is degraded due
to planned imaintenance or due to a discovered condition. Should the
risk assessment and risk management actions for a specific plant
configurati6n, or emergent condition, not support the ma.ximum 30-
day allowed time period, the (a)(4) risk management action must be
implemented for the acceptable time frame or the supported system's
LCO be considered not met.

Step 9: Results'of Risk Assessment

The process for defining actions to be taken based on the risk assessment is
listed in NUMARC 93-01 and is shown beloNv for illustrative purposes.

NRC Regulatory Guide 1.1 82, "Assessing and Managing Risk Before
Maintenance Activities at Nuclear Power Plants," provides the following
table of ICDP values and risk management actions:

"JCDP and ILERP for a s)ecifi cplanned onJigur ation an!a be considlelred
asfollows wtith respect to establishing risk management actions:

JCDP ACTION ILERP
> 10 5 -configuration should not normally be > 106

entered voltintarily
l0.6 to 105 - assess non-quantifiable factors IO-' to 10-6

- establish risk management actions
< 10 - normal work controls. I O- 0-

There may be other similar processes based on RG 1.182 and NUMARC 93-
01 that define risk management actions.and determine acceptable time
frames, such as those.that result in colors or use other defense-in-depth
methods to define specific risk levels and risk management actions.

If the results of the risk assessment are acceptable ("Yes"), continue to Step
10 for final considerations prior to barrier removal. If the results are not
acceptable ("No"), then the LCO 3.0.9 allowance is not permitted.
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Step 10: Risk Management Actions

There are additional actions that may need to be taken based on
considerations of the risk assessment. It is recognized that typically the
above values are estimated using the internal events PRA. If this is the case,
consideration should also be given to the CDF and LERF contribution from
external events. Since these metrics arc not quantified, or integrated with
internal events at many plants, it is reasonable to provide some margin to
account for their contribution. Additionally, it would be prudent to consider
risk management actions for the removal of barriers from components with
higher RAW values, even if the ]CDP and ILERP (or equivalent) are within
the "normal work controls" region. In particular, controls on maintenance
unavailabilitics of the remaining train should be considered.

Step I1: Determine the Risk-Informed Completion Time, TX

Using an ICDP equation, such as is given in Section 6.2 Step 7, determine
the risk-informed completion time, T,. The equation in Step 7 solved for T,
is given below (variables defined in Step 7):

ICDPx8766
1E,

x[(RA1W xCDF,) - CDFjse]JET

This guideline recommends an ICDP value of L.0E-06 be used in the
calculation. (Such a value is used in the example in Appendix A.)

After the risk managjemcnr actions are defined and implemented, and the.
risk-informed compction time has been determined, The barrier(s) may be
removed from service.

6.3 Inoperability of the Sccond Train

With a barrier out of service as per the process described in Section 6.2, an
emergent or planned condition may affect the required Operable redundant
(second) train. If the required Operable train or subsystem becomes
inoperable while LCO 3.0.9 is in use, the second train must be restored to
Operable status within 24 hours or the provisions of LCO 3.0.9 cannot be
applied.

There are three cases that apply:

* The second train is impacted by the failure of Technical
Specification equipment itself. In this case, the 24-hour limit
applies.
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* The second train is impacted by the failure of a barrier that protects
the Technical Specification equipment from the same initiating event
as the barrier bn thc first train. lnthis'case. the 24-hour limit applies.

* The second train is impacted by .the failure of a barrier that protects
the Technical Specification equipment from a different initiating
event as the bari iei on the first train. In ihis case, the 24-hour limit
does not apply. LCO 3.0.9 is still in effect as per Case 3 of Table 1.
IHowever, the risk assessment must be performed again to determine
if a) new risk matiagement actions are required, and b) there is a
change to tie risk-informed completion lime, Tc.

7.0 Example Assessment

Appendix A provides an example ofa risk assessment approach based on Reg
Guide 1.182 and NUMARC 93-01 that defines risk management actions resulting in
"colors" to define specific risk levels and risk management actions.

Note: Appendix A provides a plant-specific example. As such, the risk
management thresholds and assessment methods reflect one approach, but other
methods arc acceptable. The example is provided for illustration purposes only.

8.0 Documentation

Programs for risk assessment and management are required to be proccduralized in
accordance with NUMARC 93-01. For a single barrier removed from service,
documentation should be consistent with that currently used for Maintenance Rule
risk assessments. Hlowever. for cases when multiple systems and/or multiple
occurrences of LCO 3.0.9 are involved. documentation of the risk assessment and
the risk management actions should be retrievable and available for inspection by
the NRC staff. Examples of information that could be requested by the NRC are:
qualitative considerations'and compensatory measures (if needed), what barriers are
removed, the applicable calculations, the applicable risk management actions, the
calculated allowed time, and the times bf barrier renioval and restoration to show
that the 30-day limit was met.
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APPENDIX A

Example of a Risk Assessment Program for Barriers

This is an example of a matrix process that uses pre-solved configurations of various
single and combination maintenance events for Technical Specification (TS) equipment
that are impacted by removal of a barrier from service that protects the TS equipment. It
is assumed that the ratio of the initiating event frequency in question to the total initiating
event frequency (lE /lET) is equal to the bounding value of,9.1E-03 and the plant baseline
CDF and LERF values are 2.48E-05/reactor year and 5.00E-06/reactor year, respectively.
This process could be extended to any number of TS systems or components. Only
selected systems/components were chosen for this example.

To use the PRA matrix, the user highlights the row(s) and column(s) for each TS
systemn/function(s) that is in maintenance and (absent use of LCO 3.0.9) would not be
Operable due to a degraded barrier. The intersections arc quantified by calculating a core
damage frequency (CDF) and subsequently a Risk Achievement Worth (RAW) value
with the single or two systems/functions placed in maintenance. Using an incremental
core damage probability (ICDP) limit of .OE-063 , an allowed time can be calculated for
the barrier to be out-of-service before the TS of the protected system(s) must be entered.
If the calculated time, T,, exceeds 30 days, then the backstop of 30 days is used. If the
time is less than 30 days, then the actual time calculated is used. The colors (discussed
later), which are determined from either the RAW value obtained or the conditional CDF,
identify the level of management compensatory actions needed during the period when
the barrier is out-of-servicc. Table A-2 contains a listing of the systems/components used
in this example.

The first step in quantifying the PRA matrix is to determine the CDF1 for the single TS
component out-of-service and the CDF2 for combinations of TS equipment out-of-
service. Table A-3 contains the results of this analysis. The calculations are performed
by taking the affected system(s)/functions(s) out-of-service and solving the PRA. Only
one train of a system is assumed to be in maintenance for-this example.

Each intersection on Table A-3 has been divided into two columns. The first column
contains the CDF2 associated with the intersection of the systems/components. The
second column contains the RAW value associated with the combination of
systems/component out-of-service referenced to the base case CDF.. The RAW value can
be determined by dividing the CDF2 for the intersection by the base case CDF of
2.48E-05.

From Table A-3 it can be seen that the CDF for an intersection is dependent on which
piece of equipment was initially taken out-of-service in the PRA. For example, the CDF
for the AFWtp, EDG intersection is 6.5E-04 based on the cut set with AFWtp in
maintenance. Using the cut set file with the EDG in maintenance, the CDF is 5.95E-04.

3 Note this is a plant-specific valu6. and NUMARC 93-01 provides for other values to be chosen as
appropriate.
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These differences are mainly due to truncation of cut sets bel6w a certain value. Ifthe
truncation limit w cre low enough. there would be no difference in the numbers. When
differences exist. the higher CDF (RAW) v alue is used for ihe final determination of
acceptability to remove the barrier. This is reflected in the subsequent tables.

Table A-4 shows the PRA Matrix with the limiting RAW values from Table A-3 for the
case where a degraded barrier impacts two TS systems/functions. It also shows (under
the RAW column) the RAW value for a degraded barrier that impacts only one TS
systecrn. As before, these RAW values were calculated from Table A-3 by dividing CDF,
by th: base case CDF of 2.48E-05/year. '

Determination of Risk Management Actions Levels

Apply the following guidelines to the RAW v'alues on Table A-4 to determine the level of
management actions needed prior to remov'al of the barrier.

1. Set the Yellow-Oranpe Conditional CDF Threshold Value

The Yellow-Orange tfifcshold i'alue'is based on the base case CDF of the'plant.
All other threshold levels are fixed. The Green-Yellow threshold is twice the
baseline CDF and is based on NUMARC 93-01 criteria, i.e., a system or
component is not considcr6d risk significant if it has a RAW value less than 2.

The Orange-Red thresh6ld is also based on NUMARC 93-01 criteria where it
states. 'imaintenance configurations wvith a configuration specific CDF in excess
of IJO3 / year should be carefull/v considered before voluntarily entering such
conditions." -

The Yellow-Orange threshold valtic is taken to be the time it takes to reach an
]CDP of .OE-06. This time period is chosen to be 36 hours, which represents one
half of a 72-hour Technical Specification Completion Time. (A 72-hour
Completion Time is used for illustrative purposes.) If a maintenance activity is
expected to last longer than one half of the Technical Specification Completion
Time, the Plant Operations Review Committee (PORC) will typically convene to
discuss specific additional risk manakement actions to be taken to minimize the
risk during the'maintenance evolution: ' '

The equation used to set the Yellowv-Orange threshold is as follows:

Y-O threshold - [(i .0E-06 x'8i60 hrs/yr x'0.9 plant capacity factor)/36 hrs]

+ base'chse CDF/yr ' i

For this specific example, the base case CDF is 2.48E-05/year. Yellow-Orange
threshold is therefore 2.5E-04/year. The remaining discussion in this section
assumes a base case CDF of 2.48E-05/year. (Note: If a plant had a base case CDF
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of 2.OE-04/year, the Ycllow-Orange threshold (assuming 0.9 capacity factor)
would be 4.2E-04/year with Yellow being less than or equal to 4.2E-04/year and
Orange being greater than 4.2E-04/year.)

2. Green Conditions: Risk Level - Green

Is the RAW value 2 or less? For the Maintenance Rule (NUMARC 93-01
criteria), a system or component is not considered risk significant if it has a RAW
value less than 2.

Green conditions denote minimum risk. The plant is fully capable of performing
the associated safety functions. No additional risk assessment actions arc required
from plant personnel.

Management Action - Green

Normal work controls would be employed for configurations having nominal
safety significance. This means that the normal plant wvork control processes are
followed for the w'ork activity, and that no additional actions to address risk
management actions arc necessary.

Work Planning Phase

Work Control Staff reviews the scheduled risk evaluation.

Work Execution Phase

Work Control Operations SRO shall verify the wvork schedule and issue clearance
to begin work once the acceptable length of time the degraded barrier can be
unavailable is determined.

3. Yellow Conditions: Risk Level - Yellow

Is the RAW value greater than or equal to 2 and the CDF associated with the TS
equipment (i.e., taking the RAW value listed on Table A-4 and multiplying it by
the base case CDF of 2.48E-05/year) less than or equal to 2.5E-04/year? For the
Maintenance Rule, a system or component is considered risk significant if it has a
RAW value greater than or equal to 2. .*

The CDF value of 2.5E-04/yr is shown on Table A-I and is based on the time it
takes to reach an ICDP of I.OE-06. This value was determined in step 1 ofthis
Section. This time period corresponds approximately to 36 hours. Many TS
completion times are 72 hours.. As stated earlier, typically, a plant will not exceed.
half of this value (36 hours) without an additional level of planning and
authorization from, for example, the PORC. While an ICDP of I E-05 is
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acceptable for planning and wvork execution with the proper risk management
actions in place, setting a value of I E-06 provides an acceptable threshold to
address increased risk levels above the Green level.

Ycllowv conditions denote a reduced safety condition. The plant's ability to
perform the associated safety function is reduced, but acceptable.

Management Action - Vellow

Risk management actions for yellow conditions are focused on providing
increased risk awareness. Operations and Maintenance personnel shall discuss
the planned work activity within their respective organizations to increase
Operator and Maintenance awareness of the risk of the work activity.

WNork Planning Phase

Work Control Staff reviews the scheduled risk evaluation.

Work Execution Phase

Operations SRO assigned to Work Control Center shall verify the work schedule.
Maintenance Teams shall be aware of the risks associated with their tasks, and
shall review any risk reduction measures they are responsible for completing.
Clearance will be given to begin work once the acceptable length of time the
degraded barrier can be unavailable is determined.

4. Orange Conditions: Risk Level - Orange -

Is the CDF associated with the TS equipment (i.e., taking the RAW valu& listed
on Table A-4 and multiplying it by the base case CDF of 2.48E-05/year), greater
than 2.5E-04/yr but less than I E-03/year (see Table A-5)?

Orange conditions denote that the key safety function is in a degraded condition,
and steps shall be taken to manage this condition.

Management Action - Orange

When entering a planned activity that has been assessed as an orange condition,
prior PORC approval is required. Identieal planned activities that have already
received PORC approval in the pasi do not requiretadditional PORC review.
Changes made to planned acti ities that'have beer previously reviexved and
approved by the PORC shall be'reviewed by the PORC Chairperson to determine
if a subsequent review by the PORC is required. Theremust be a written Risk
Management Plan overseen by the Work Control organization With input fromj
other groups as necessary. This Risk Management Plan shall be developed as
outlined in the Risk Management Process directive.
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When entering an orange condition from emergent work, an Operations SRO
assigned to the Work Control Center will ensure developmcnt of a work plan to
restore the degraded barrier. This may require input from other groups as
necessary. The Operations Shift Manager (OSM) will evaluate the restoration
plan and have final authority whether the plan is implemented. Additionally, at
the OSM's discretion, development of a written risk management plan for actions
to be taken in the event of further degradations may be required.

Work Planning Phase

Work Control shall ensure the development of a wvritten Risk Management Plan,
including risk reduction measures.

'Work Execution Phase

Operations will verify the work schedule and guidance on the activities then
release the work for execution. Maintenance must understand when a work
activity affects risk significant SSCs, the risk level of that work and any required
actions as designated in a Risk Management Plan. Clearance will be given to
begin work once the acceptable length of time the degraded barrier can be
unavailable is determined.

5. Red Conditions: Risk Level -Red

Is the CDF associated with the'TS equipment (i.e., taking the RAW value listed
on Table A4 and multiplying it by the base case CDF of 2.48E-O5/year) greater
than or equal to I E-03/year as shown on Table A-5? The CDF threshold
guideline of NUMARC 93-01 is exceeded, and LCO 3.0.9 should not be used.

Mlanagement Action - Red

The barrier cannot be removed without entering the TS action'statement for the
affected equipment.

In Summary:
Table A-1

Summarv Table Based on Base Case CDF of 2.48E-04/year

Risk Assessment Tool RANW' or CDF Value used to Determine Risk
Color Assessment Tool Color
Green RAW V 2

Yellow RAW > 2 and CDF • 2.5E-04/year
Orange 2.5E-04/year < CDF • I E-03/year

Red CDF> I E-03/year
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Table A-5 indicates those interactions that result in a CDF between 2.5E-05 and I E-
03/ycar (Orange condition) as wvell as those that result in a CDF > I E-03/year (Red
condition). As stated above, for a red condition, the barrier could not be made
unavailable without enterinig the action statement for the affected TS equipment. Table
A-6 contains the final results of the assessment converted to the Risk Assessment Tool
color; using the above guidelines.

The Risk Assessment Tool colors define the appropriate management and compensatory
actions to be taken when the barrier is out-of-service. The maximum time the barrier can
be out-of-serviec (up to a backstop of 30 days) until the TS for the supported equipment
must be entered still needs to be calculated.

Determination of the Completion Time, T,

As stated in the body of this document Tc, the length of time the degraded barrier can be
unavailable, is given by:

ICDPx 8766
T J E.

I X[(RA IV, x CDF,,_,) - CDFh,,]
JET F,)-CD,,]

In this Appendix, Ej /IET is equal to the bounding value of 9.IE-03, the plant baseline
CDF = 2.48E-05/reactor year, and the ICDP is I E-06. The values of RAWj for both a
barrier impacting one TS system/function and a barrier impacting two TS
systems/functions come from Table A-6. Substituting, in the values and solving for T,
provides the maximum allowed time the barrier can be out-of-service without entering
the action statement for the supported TS system(s)/function(s). If the value of Tc
exceeds 30 days, then a 30-day time limit is used.

Table A-7 provides the calculated values of T.. As can be seen, the barrier can be
removed for up to the 30-day limit for those single and double TS impacted
systems/functions indicated by the green, yellow, and orange conditions after
implementing the appropriate risk management actions. For those red conditions where
the conditional CDF exceeds I E-03, the barrier cannot be removed from service without
entering the TS action statement of the affected system(s)/function(s) even though the
calculated allowed time may be acccptable due to the risk impact of thc barrier removal.

T . ......... .

[Deleted: ebruamy
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TABLE A-2

Listing of Svstems/Components Used in the Example

SN stem Identifier

230/525 kV Switchyard Systems SYD

Emergency Diesel Generator System EDG
Electrical

4.16 kV Essential Power 4.16KV

Shared Transformer - the function of being able to tie SAT
power between units .

Auxiliary Feedwvater Motor Driven Pump AFWnip

SG Cooling

Auxiliary Feedwvater Turbine Driven Pump AFWtp

. .

.

, . .

:.
.

. .

: .
.

. .
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Table A-3
Example PRA Matrix for Barriers Impacting the Following Tech. Spec. Srstems/Cnmponents

CDF,* Electrical Electrical Electrical Electrical S/G Cooling S/G Cooling
Base PRA SYD EDG 4.16 KV SAT AFVMP AF tp

2.4sr-05 CDF2# RAW+ CDF2# RAW+ CDF2# RAW+ CDF2# RAW+ CDF 2# RAW+ CDF2# RAW+

SYD 3.64E-05 :-NA-.:- N/A --.. .22E-04 .9 4.66E-04 9.8 4.76E.05 1.9 3.64E-0S 1.5 1 1 5 E-04 4.6

EDG 9.50.-05 3.95r.-04 15.5 . / N/A/A NA I .43E-03 57.6 1.1613-04 4.7 8.50E-05 3.4 5.95E-04 24.0

4.16 KV 1.43E-03 3.06E-03 1233 1.43F-03 57.6 -N/A.- NIA 1.572-03 63.2 1.43E-03 .57.6 684E.03 275.5

SAT 2.59E-05 4.76E-05 1.9 1.1 6E-04 4.7 1.57E-03 63.2 N/AIN -'/A = 4.22E-05 1.7 l.73E.04 7.0

AF\Vmp 4.10r-05 7.64E-05 3.1 6.9313-05 2.8 4.65E-04 18.8 4.22E-05 1.7 e N/A *.N/A- 8.61 E-04 34.7

AFl Vtp L.3E-04 5.58E-04 22.5 6.50E-04 26.2 2.10c-03 84.7 I.73E-04 7.0 7.67E-04 30.9 [--.,,A .-- < ,,A -

*This column represents the base case CDF/year and CDF/year with a barrier affecting only one TS sysiem/function.
# CDF/year with a degraded barrier that impacts two systems/functions.
+ RAW for the combined systems/functions out-of-service calculated by dividing the CDF2 by 2.48E-05 (base case CDF).
Note: RAW values in bold show differences in PRA solution dependent upon which equipment is first taken out-of-service. These
values are limiting and should be used.
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Table A-4
Summary of RAW \Values for Combinations of Tech. Spec.

Equipment Out-of-Service (from Table A-3)

__A |_C D E F I G H I |

RAW Electrical SG Cooling.

1 SYD EDG 4.16 SAT AFW AFW
2 1 KV . mp tp
3 Base Case 1.0 1.5 3.4 57.6 1.0 1 j.7 5.2

SYD 1.5 15.5 123.3 1.9 3.1 22.5

Electrical EDG 3.4 57.6 4.7 3.4 26.2

4.16 KV 57.6 63.2 57.6 275.5

_ _ _ _ _ _ ____ _ ... .__

7 SAT .0 . 1. 7.0

8 SG AFWmp 1.7 34.7

_ Cooling AFWIp 5.2_

Note: The values listed in the RAW column are for the case of one or more barriers
impacting one TS system/component and are calculated from data on Table A-3. .
Example: RAW for only the 4.16 KV system that has a degraded barrier= 1.43E-
03/2.48E-05 = 57.6, where 1.43E-03 is the CDFI from Table A-3..
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Table A-5
Determination of Red Interactions that Indicate a CDF > I E-03/vear
or Orange Interactions between 2.5E-04/year < CDF < I E-03/year

RAW Electrical SG Cooling

SYD EDG 416 SAT AFWmp AFWlP

LBasa Case | 1.0 .1.5 3.4 > 1 E-03 1.0 1.7 [5A2

m _ _ _>2.4E-4 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _SYD 1.5 1 <I0 > I E03 <F0

Electrical EDG 3.4 _ > IE03 1 E-U3

ST > 1;03 > IE-03 > IE-03 > 1E-03

_SAT 1.o0__ l1

:'2.4E-4

SG AFWmp 1.7 -_ = |I | <I_.__

Cooling AFWtp 5.2

Note: Determine if the CDF > I E-03/year or between 2.51E-04/year and I E-03/year by
taking, the combined RAW value listed on Table A-4 and multiplying it by the base case
CDF of 2.48E-05/year. I f the CDF is greater than I E-03/year, then a Red condition exists
and the barrier cannot be removed without declaring the TS system inoperable (regardless
of thc allowved time calculated). lfthe CDF is >2.5E-04 but < I E-03/year, then an
Orangc condition exists.
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Consideration of Barrier Removal.
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A C D E F G H. I J

_ _ _ TRAW Electrical . -'.,SG Cooling

- JSYD -EDG 4.16 KV SAT AFW mp AFW tp

2
3 Base Case 3.4 Y .7. R: '5a.so

SYD N/A 1550 23.3 R 3.1 Y ^22.50 '

Electrical EDG 3.4 15.50e2 NIA 472 s 34 -26.20:-
53 3 5 R _ N _A _

4.16 KV CR 23.3R' R 1 57.6R . N/A
6 __ __ _ ____ _ __ _

[SAT 0 0 4.7 Y i:3g NA'7.0 0

AFW mp Y 3 3 * .4 y N/A 34.7 0

Coolin AFW tp 35.204. 22.50 26.20 . '7o 7 .70 N/A

... . J , . ;

I
r . i

I . . . . - . r -, . I

4- - I .. _- .1

r

I . . i

i

[7771 Same
I L J ,. System

4_'_ - ,i Green
RAWs2

Orange
2.5E-041year < CDF..-

S IE-03/year

*

: . .

; ,, i, ': - :

. . * , . , P

.
i w¢;'

I

- . p

4
I Ii

.i

IL-IYellow i '
RAW > 2 and LII7777
CDF s 2.5E-41year

I 2 ' X s ~~2 . .* .'!'P' 'jl'F

Red N! . ote: The letter next 16 ihe value in the table
CDF > IE-3/year, .' indicates the risk color of the niatrix block.
Combination not , . ', ..

allowed.

. I 1, .: " . .' i '. I 1.
. . , , I : 1 ! , . . . I I

I - ,. .. . 7 . . - .
. . ,I .

; t� , " !I., I , 1 -
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TableA-7 -.
Calculation of Allowed Time T, (Days)

.V. i * IS

| A | C | D | E | F | G | H i| I -j J

1Elecrical SG Cooling

2 1SYD .EDG 4 16 KV ISAT; AFW mp AFW tp
3Base Case T 2 ___30

SYD NIA ,30 ilk 30Y ' 30 :0

Electrical EDG 30Y 300' NiA 29R 30 Y 30Y ;'30 0

5416 KV 3 R: ^29 R!, a--N! QW; 7 , R
6 _ _ _ 9Y ._ t4 62 6 '

SAT 3 30Y , N/A 0 30'

A~pN GP 30Y 30Y NA~ 00
8 SG 0 NA 0

Cooling 4AWtP 30 y ,,300 O |3 30Y -30 O NiA

i

. I

CAUTION: A 'red condition does not allow the barrier to be remo ed without entering
the action stateiment for the affected TS system(s)!function(s). Apply appropriate level of
risk management actions as needed for the color condition entered. . . '

CAUTION: Regardless of the allowed time calculated, if the conditional CDF cxceeds
I E-03, then a red condition exists and the dcgraded barrier cannot be removed without
declaring the TS system inoperable. . - f i

NoeI . n . t . . I ,

Nsote: The letter next to the value in the table indicates the risk color of the matrix block.
, . ;

- ... -
,

i. iII
I

- --- - - .. -- t -,
; : ; 11 I I.. , 4 1 f , I' ,

. .
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APPENDIX B

Three-Train SN'stems

If applied to a plant wvith more than two trains per safety system, additional combinations
of degraded barriers may be considered. The appendix provides a modified table of
process cases, and a modified flowchart to describe the process for this situation. (Note:
only Steps 3 and 6 of Part I of the flowchart is changed from the two-train case).

Table B-I - Process Cases for a Three-Train System

Note: The cases below represent typical barrier/train/initiating event,
configurations. Other combinations are possible.

Case Train I of Train 2 of Train 3 of Comment
System A Svstem A System A

Impacted by Impacted by Impacted by
Barrier(s) Barrier Barrier

la Barrier I - ]El N/A - Single N/A - Single LCO 3.0.9 not allowed.
Train System Train System

lb Barrier I - ]E1  No No LCO 3.0.9 allowed subject to
MR risk assessment (Step 8).

1c Barrier I - ]E1  No No LCO 3.0.9 allowed subject to
Barrier 2 - IE. MR risk assessment (Step 8).

or 1E2
Id Barrier I - 1E1  No Barrier 2 - 1E1  LCO 3.0.9 allowed subject to

MR risk assessment (Step 8).
IC Barrier I - ]El Barrier 2- lE2 ' No LCO 3.0.9 allowed subject to

._ MR risk assessment (Step 8).
2 Barrier I - 1El Barrier I - 1E1  Barrier I - 1E1  LCO 3.0.9 not allowed.
3a Barrier I - IE1  Barrier 2 - IE 2  Barrier 3 - IE3  LCO 3.0.9 allowed subject to

MR risk assessment (Step 8),
but removal of more than
two barriers is not
recommended.

3b Barrier I - IE1  Barrier 2 - 1E1  Barrier 3 - IE2  LCO 3.0.9 allowed subject to
MR risk assessment (Step 8),
but removal of more than
two barriers is not
recommended.

4 Barrier I - IE1 Barrier 2 - IE IBarrier 3 - IE, LCO 3.0.9 not allowed.
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Case I represents a barrier or barriers that impact only one train of a system. The
system may have only one train or multiple trains. Case I a is not allowed
regardless of the initiating event since a loss of system function could result. An
example of this world be a barrier on the Refueling Water Storage Tank, vhich is
considered a single system (component). Cases Ib, Ic, Id, and Ic may be
acceptable after satisfying the performance of a risk assessment in Step 8.

Case 2 represents a single barrier that impacts all trains of a tliree-train system.
This condition is not allowed by LCO 3.0.9 as it also involves a potential loss of
system function.

Case 3a represents different barriers impacting all trains of a three-train system
with each barrier protecting against a different initiating event. Case3b
represents different barriers impacting all trains of a three-train system with two
of the barriers protecting against the same initiating event. These situations may
be acceptable after performance of a risk assessment in Step 8. However, it is not
recommended that more than two barriers be removed from service at the same
time.

Case 4 represents multiple different barriers that impact all trains of a three-train
system with each barrier protecting against the same initiating event. This
condition is not allowed by LCO 3.0.9, as it involves a potential loss of system
function.

Figures 13-1 and B-2 outline the process for the three-train system.

The changes from the two-train process in Figures I and 2 involve Step 3 and
Step 6 of Figure B-l. Step 3 asks if only one or two trains of a three-train system
are protected by a barrier(s). If"Yes," then Cases I b, I c, Id, or I c are in effect
and the process proceeds directly to Step 7. If "No," then a check of the other
combinations of trains and barriers is made iri the next three steps. Step 6 asks if
the degraded barriers provide the support function for different categories of
initiating events. If"Yes," then Cases 3a and 3b are in effect and the process
proceeds directly to Step 7.. If "No," then Case 4 is in effect.

Refer to Section 6.2 of this document for more details on each step.

. . ~. ..
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Figure B-I
Process for Assessing the Acceptability of Using the Degraded

Barrier Allowance for a Three-Train System - Part I

[ LCO 3.0.9
Applicability

Rule for Barriers 0 _

Step 1: Identify thc initiating
event category for the
degraded barricr(s)

1 r

Step 2: Is the barrier(s) part of a ventilation
system, a fire barrier, protecting only non-Tech
Spec Systems, a snubber, or not rendering a
Technical Specification system inoperable?

Yes
LCO 3.0.9 does not apply. In
the case of a snubber, LCO
3.0.8 applies.

I No
Step 3: Does the degraded barrier (or barriers)
protect only one or two trains of a three-train
system?

No Step 4: Does the barrier
protect a single train system?IYes (Case Ib, Ic, Id, Ic)

1NoI Yes
Case I a)

Step 5: NOTE: The following question
must be asked for each affected barrier:
Does the barrier protect all trains of a
three-train system?

INo Yes
(Case 2)

Step 6: Do the degraded barriers
provide the support function for
different categories of initiating
(Vents

9

IYcs , ' No ' - . ~ ,
I (Case 3a. 3b) (Case 4) LCO 3.0.9 allowance

. -- f t > not permitted. -

Continue to Figure B-2,
Part 2 of Flowchart..
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Figure B-2
Process for Assessing the Acceptability of Using the Degraded

Barrier Allowance for a Three Train System- Part 2

Continued from Figure B-I,
, Part I of Flowchart. 1

Step 7: Consider conditions of the TSTF-
427 Technical Justification.

:4I
Step 7a: Determine the ratio of IEi /IIET for the initiating events against whvhich
the degraded barrier(s) protects.

St.-p 7b: Determine the configuration-specific RAW of the Technical
Specification supported system(s) or component(s) the degraded barrier
supports and review insights for high RAW values.

Step 7c: Use the plant baseline CDF and the baseline LERF to determine.the
acceptability of LCO 3.0.9.

Step 7d: Consider the impact of external events on the risk evaluation (may
be quantitative or qualitative).

Step 8: Perform a risk assessment in accordance with Maintenance Rule
a(4) program.

St p 9: Are results of (a)(4) evaluation No LCO 3.0.9 allowance
acceptable? notncrmiltted.

Yes

Step 10: Identify and establish risk management actions as appropriate.
including considerations for high system or component RAW, external
events, and LERF. . ;

St,.p I1: Determine the risk-informed completion time, T,.
Degraded barrier must be restored within the risk management
actions duration not to exceed 30 days, or enter the associated
LCO.

Remove
barrier from
service.
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1..O Executive Summary

This document provides guidance for implementation of a generic Technical
Specification improvement that establishes a new Technical Specification Limiting
Condition for Operation (LCO) Applicability nile, LCO 3.0.9, and its associated
Bases, to address degraded barriers that cannot provide their protective function(s)
for Technical Specification systems.

LCO 3.0.9 establishes a risk management approach for control of degraded barriers
that allows supported LCOs op not be declared not met for up to 30 days when.
degraded barriers, which support one or more trains of a system, cannot perform
their required support (protective) function(s).

The Technical Specification revision modifies the provisions on equipment
Operability for supported systems and would allow plants to provide a limited
period of time to consider the supported system Operable when the degraded barrier
is not capable of performing the required support function(s). It implements a risk
assessment and management approach, using the plant program established to meet
paragraph (a)(4) of the Maintenance Rule, 10 CFR 50.65.

This document discusses the following:

Risk management Technical Specifications background .
Description and implementation of the Technical Specification revision
Impact on plant procedures for Maintenance.Rule (a)(4) risk assessment and
management,

* Risk assessment and management considerations for barriers that cannot
perform their related support function(s)

* Use of the Maintenance Rule model to determine the impact of removal of a
barrier

2.0 Risk Management Technical Specifications -. Background

This section provides a brief background discussion on the overall philosophy and
intent of introducing risk management concepts into Technical Specifications. The
term "risk management" is used because each of the risk-informed Technical
Specification initiatives relies on the risk assessment and management requirement
of the Maintenance Rule as part of the basis for change, and the overall intent is to
provide a "risk management" approach to plant configuration control within the
Technical Specifications.

Historically, Technical Specifications address plant configuration control by
specifying limits on plant operation with equipment out-of-service, and actions,
often leading to plant shutdown, when these limits are not met. Technical
Specifications are primarily based on the deterministic design basis accidents, and
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have not traditionally considered the plant risk impact as a factor in the action
requirements. Further, Technical Specifications consider the synergistic effects of
multiple out-of-service conditions for only a limited subset of cases (e.g., multiple
inoperabilitics associated with a common safety function). 10 CFR 50.36 provides
the general requirements for the content of Technical Specifications, and, while not
explicitly structured to consider risk-informed content, provides opportunity for a
number of risk-informed improvements without the need for rulemaking.

The industry has achieved substantial gains in plant capacity factors over the last
several years through reduced planned outage duration and increased use of on-line
maintenance. This transition was facilitated through the use of probabilistic risk
assessment (PRA) and corresponding configuration management tools. In
November of 2000, a new provision, section (a)(4), was added to the Maintenance
Rule, 10 CFR 50.65, requiring assessment and management of risk due to plant
maintenance activities. NUMARC 93-01, "Industry Guideline for Monitoring the
Effectiveness of Maintenance at Nuclear Power Plants," as endorsed by NRC
Regulatory Guide 1. 182, "Assessing and Managing Risk Before Maintenance
Activities at Nuclear Power Plants," provides guidance for implementation of this
rule. This document addresses the use of PRA, qualitative risk assessment, and
plant operating experience to assess plant risk due to maintenance activities, as well
as actions that may be taken to manage the risk as determined by the assessment.

It was recognized that the configuration control requirements of Technical
Specifications (deterministic) and the Maintenance Rule (risk-informed) may be in
conflict; however, the licensee is required to comply with both, resulting in
limitations on configuration control flexibility that'are not in proportion to plant
safety. Thus, industry has developed a series of initiatives intended to provide
greater flexibility and safety to decisions involving plant configuration control.
These initiatives involve:

* Equipment out-of-service times
* Equipment surveillance test intervals
* . Plant shutdown requirements.
* Mode change restrictions
* Missed surveillance requirements . .

All of these initiatives rely on the risk assessment and management techniques
developed for the Maintenance Rule provision described above. The overall
philosophy is that plant configuration control decisions should maintain the plant's
existing baseline risk metrics, such as core damage frequency (CDF), within a
reasonable interval over time. Thus, the additional flexibility afforded by risk
management Technical Specifications should be used judiciously. For example, the
capability to use longer equipment outage times should not be employed to the
extent that the plant's baseline risk metrics increase over time due to increased
unavailability of key equipment. Additional regulatory elements, such as the NRC
Reactor Oversight Process, and other sections of the Maintenance Rule, provide
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further controls over these activities, but should not be relied on as the basis for
control of plant configuration decisions.

It is recognized that the risk assessment and management techniques, and models
developed by licensees to implement the Maintenance Rule may vary in level of
sophistication. The process provided in this implementation guidance document
allows a plant to use its existing risk assessment tools to determine if the LCO 3.0.9
allowance is acceptable for use.

This initiative will result in some safety benefits for the industry. Implementation
of this initiative will better focus plant maintenance and configuration control on
safety significant items, rather than application of Technical Specification system
LCOs that are deterministically based. Additionally, implementation of this
initiative will shift the licensee's focus to a consistent risk assessment and
management approach for barrier removal.

3.0 Reference Materials

The following materials-are useful for implementation of this initiative:

3.1 Federal Register Notice.

This provides ihe notice of availability, and the model safety evaluation for
TSTF-427, which is available through the consolidated line item
improvement (CLIIP) process. This Federal Register Notice is posted on the
NRC Web site at:
htt] ://wwv.irc.frov/rcactors/opcratilfalicensine/tec hspecs/chlanites-issucdl-
for-adoption.htnil.

3.2 TSTF-427, Revision 1, "Allowance for Non Technical Specification
Barrier Degradation on Supported System OPERABILITY"

This TSTF is posted on the NRC Web site at:
hlttp://HwN \t.nrc.uov/reactors/opcratieL,/licensine/teclhspecs/chanszes-issued-
for-adoptionihinll.

TSTF-427 provides the following information necessary for implementation
of the license amendment:

* Justificatioi of change,
* Determination of no significant hazards, and
* Marked up pages for the Improved Standard Technical Specification

NUREGS.
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Barriers are doors, walls, floor plugs, curbs, hatches, installed struciures or
components, or other devices not expliciti' described in Technical Specifications,
that support the peiforniance of the safety function. ofsystemns described in the
Technical Specifications. Tlis LCO states that ie suipported s)stem is not

considered to be inoperable solely due to required barriers not capable of
performing their related support finctioni(s,) under the described conditions. LCO
3.0.9 allows 30 days before declaring the supporled systemni(s) inoperable and the
associated LCO(s) associated with the supported systen(s) .not inet. A maximum
timie is placed on each use of this allowance. to ensure that as required barriers are
found or are otlhenvise made unavailable, they are restored. However, the
allowable duration may be less than the specified maximum time based on the risk
assessment.

If the allowed time expires and the barriers are unable to peiform their related
suppolr finction(s), the supported system 's LCO(s) must be declared not met and
the Conditions and Required Actions entered in accordance with LCO 3.0.2.

This provision does not apply to barriers which support ventilation systems or to
fire barriers. The Technical Specifications for vel?tilation systems provide specific
Conditions for inoperable barriers. Fire barriers are addressed by other
regulatory requirements and associated plant pogr-anis. This provision does not
apply to barriers which are not required to support system OPERABILITY (see
NRC Regulatory Issue Summary 2001 -09, Control of Hazard Barriers, dated April
2, 2001,)..

The provisions ofLCO 3.0.9 are justified because of the lowv risk associated ivith
required barriers not being capable ofperforming their related support finction.
This provision is based on consideration of thefollowving initiating event
categories:

------------------------------------- Reviewer's Note --------------.----------------------
LCO 3.0.9 may be expanded to other initiating event categories provided plant-
specific analysis demonstrates that the fi-equency of the additional initiating events
is bounded by the generic analysis or, ifplant-specific approval is obtainedfrom the
NRC.

* Loss of coolant accidents;
* High energy line breaks;
* Feedwater line breaks;
* Internalfloodinlg;
* Externalflooding;
.. Turbine missile ejection; and

* Tornado or high Wind.
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The risk impact of the barriers iilhich cannot perform their related support
function(s) nmusl be addressed pursuant to the risk assessment and managjement
provision of the Maintenance Rtlle, IO 1CR 50.65 (a)(4), and ihe associated
implementation guidance, Regulatory Guide 1.182, "Assessing and Managing Risk
Before Maintenance Activities at Nuclear Power Plants. " Regulator) Guide 1. 182
endorses the guidance in Section II ofNUMARC 93-01, "Industiy Guideline for
Monitoring the Effectiveness of Maintenance at Nuclear Polver Plants. " This
guidance provides for the consideration of dynabiic plant configuration issues,
emergent conditions, and other aspects pertinent to plant operation with ihe
bar r-iers unable to performn their related supportfiunction(s). These consilerations
ma' result in risk management and other compensatoy actions being requirel
during the period that barriers are unable to perform their related support
function(s).

LCO 3.0.9. may be applied to one or more trains or subsystems of a siwtem
supported bj barriers that cannot provide their related support finction(s),
provided that risk- is assessed and managed (including consideration of the effects
on Large Early Release andfrom external events). If applied concurrently to more
than'one train or subsystem of a mlultiple train or subsystem supported system, the
barriers sufpporting each of these trains or subsystems miust provide their related
si pportfimnction(s) for different categories of initiating even7ts. For example LCO
'3.0.9 may be appliedfor uip to 30 days for more than one train of a multiple train
supported system if ihe affected barrierfor one train protects against inidi-nal
flooding and the affected barrir for the other train protects against tornado
missiles. In this example, the affected barrier may be the same physical barrier butl
serve different protection finctions for each train.

[[IIPCJ (high pressure core injection) /HPCS (high pressure core spray)] and
RCIC (reactor core isolation cooling) systems are single train systems for irjecting
makeup wtater into the reactor during an accident or transient event. RCIC system
is not a safety system, nor required lo operate during a transient, therefore, it does
not have to meeJ the singlefailui-e criterion. The [HPCI / 'IPCS] system provides
'backup iii case ofa RCC system failture. The ADS (automatic depressutrization
system) and lobv presszlre ECCS coolant injection provide the core cooling filnction
in the event offailu-re of the [IfPCI /IPCS] system during an accident. Tils, for
the purposes ofLCO 3.0.9, the [HPCJ/ liPCGS system, and the RC]C system, and
the ADS are considered independent subsystems of a single system and LCO 3.0.9
can be used on these single train systems in a manner similar to multiple train or
subsystemt systems.]

If during the time that LCO 3.0.9 is being used, the required OPERABLE train or
subsystem becomes inoperable, it imrst be restored to OPE RABLE status within 24
houm's. Otherwise, the train(s) or subsystem(s) supported by barriers that cannot
perform their related support fiunction(s) considered mrust be declared inoperable
aid the associated LCOs declared iot met. This 24 hour period provides time to
respond to emergent conditions thmat would othmerwise likely lead to enthr into LCO
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3.0.3 and a rapid plant shutdown, which is notjuslfiied given the low probability of
an initiating event which would require the. barier(s) hot capable ofperforming
their related support fiinction(s). During this 24 hour period, the plant risk
associated with the existing conditions is assessed and managed in accordance with
lo CG-R 50.65(a)(4)."

The bracketed paragraph is only included in NUREG-1433 and NUREG-1434, the
Improved Standard Technical Specifications for BWRI4 and BWR/6 design plants.
This difference is discussed in Section 5. ], "Definitions," under the topic "Single

.train systems (BWR)."

5.0 Impact on Maintenance Rule (A)(4) Program for Assessment And
Management of Risk

5.1 Definitions

Degraded barrier

The Bases for LCO 3.0.9 state: "Barriers are doors, walls, floor plugs,
curbs, hatches,T'eehanical devices, or other devices, not explicitly described
in Technical Specifications that support the performance of the function of
systems described in the Technical Specifications."'

For the purposes of LCO 3.0.9, "barrier" refers to a barrier; or system of
barriers, protecting one train of a safety system from a given initiating event.
For example, an -IELB barrier may contain multiple physical components,
but is defined as a single "barrier" since it protects a train of a system from a
specific initiating event. For the cases where multiple physical components
make up the barrier, licensees will ensure that the degraded condition does
not collectively last more than 30 days every time LCO 3.0.9 is used without
declaring the supported systems LCOs not met.

A "degraded barrier,"as discussed in'thlig document, 'means a barrier that
' hasbeen found to be degraded and 'musi be repaired; or that is purposefully
removed or reconfigured to facilitate maintenance activities. Momentary

: opening of a door to permit access to or egress from a room does not require
assessment as a "degraded barrier" under this allowance; This activity
should be covered through administrative controls: However, propping
open doors, or running cables, ventilation devices, or other equipment
through an open doorway that functions as a barrier constitutes a "degraded
barrier."

Single train systems (BWNIR)
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Most'safety functions are served by dual or multi-train systems; For BWRs,
HIPCI (high pressure core injection), 1IPCS (high pressure core spray) and
RCIC (reactor'core isolation cooling) systems are single train systems for
injecting makeup water into the reactor during an accident or transient
event. RCIC system is not a safety system, nor required to operate during a
transient, therefore, it does not have to meet the single failure criterion.
Additionally, the HPCI or HIPCS system provides backup if necessary in
case of a RCIC system failure. The ADS (automatic depressurization
system) and low pressure ECCS provide the core cooling function in the
event of failure of HIPCI or lIPCS system during an accident. The ECCS, as
a whole, not H]PCJ or IIPCS system alone, must meet the single failure
criterion.

Thus, for the purposes of LCO 3.0.9, the ]iPCI/I-PCS. the RCIC system,
and the ADS arc considered independent subsystems of a single system.
Therefore, these systems would be treated in the same manner as two
redundant trains (of the same system) in a PWR. This allowance is stated in
LCO 3.0.9 in the BWR ISTS (NUREG-1433 and NUREG-1434) and
described in the BWR LCO 3.0.9 Bases.

5.2 Maintenance Rule Risk Assessment Program Implications

Use of LCO 3.0.9 requires that a risk assessment and management of the
risk be conducted prior to using the degraded barrier allowance. Each
l icensee has a program in place to meet the requirements of the risk
assessment and management provision of the Maintenance Rule, 10 CFR
50.65(a)(4). TSTF-427 relies on this program to address risk considerations.
and requires some modification of the applicability of the current (a)(4)
program.

It is recognized in NUMARC 93-01 that the rigor of licensee risk
assessment progranms may vary depending upon the degree to which plants
perform online maintenance on multiple systems simultaneously. Thus, the
ability to ad~drcss the risk impact of multiple combinations of degraded
barriers should be considered, and, as appropriate, restrictions may need to
be placed on the use of LCO 3.0,9, This includes limiting the use of the
LCO 3.0.9 to a reasonable number of degraded barriers at a given time, such
that combinations of barriers/initiators are capable of being addressed by the
risk assessment and management tool.

Procedures in place to implement this program will need certain
modifications, as discussed below:

1. As part of the license amendment request to implement TSTF-427,
the licensee must commit to the guidance of NUMARC 93-01,
Section I1. Currently, NRC Regulatory Guide 1.182 provides that
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the NUMARC guidance is one acceptable approach to implement 10
CFR 50.65(a)(4). Implementation of TSTF-427 will require that the
guidance is followed as written, and that alternative methods for
assessment and management of risk are not used. The guidance as
written provides some flexibility with.respect to risk assessment and
management approaches.

NUMARC 93-01 Section 11.3.2.6 states:

"Performance of maintenance may involve alterations to 1hefacility
or procedures for the duration of the maintenance activity.
E.ramples of these alterations include jumpering terminals, liffing
leads, placing temporary lead shielding on pipes and equipment,
removal of harriers and use of temporary blocks, bypasses,
scaffolding and supports. The assessment should include
consideration of the impact of these alterations on plant safety
finctions." [emphasis added]

2. For implementation of this initiative, the plant program and
procedures will need to be revised to ensure that the risk assessment
and management process is used whenever a barrier that falls within
the scope of LCO 3.0.9 is considered degraded, as per the definition
in Section 5.1.

A comprehensive listing of plant barriers and their design basis function is
not required to implement TSTF-427 as the risk analysis can be performed
for degraded barrier(s) on a case-by-case basis. However, if one is
available, it will save the licensee time in the performance of the risk
assessment.

6.0 Risk Assessment and Management Considerations

This section describes considerations for risk assessment and management relative
to the use of LCO 3.0.9. Licensees should consider barriers like any other piece of
equipment that is out-of-service and to take appropriate actions. Existing
Maintenance Rule (a)(4) programs are expected to be used.

6.1 Methods of Assessment

NUMARC 93-01 provides guidance for risk assessment during power
operations (section 11.3.4) and during shutdown conditions (section 11.3.6).
NUMARC 93-01 does not contain additional risk assessment guidance that
specifically addresses plant conditions between power operations and
shutdown. (The guidance notes that a transition risk assessment may be
used if it is available, but this is an optional consideration in that it would
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generally'bc used to dynonstrate offsetting risk impacts to support online
maintenance.) I'lowever, the approach of NUMARC 93-01 can be used to
address 'the use of LCO 3.0.9 wvith degraded barriers.

It is expected that consideration of the risk impacts of using LCO 3.0.9 will
generally be performed qualitatively, or through -a combination of
quantitative and qualitative methods. For those plants capable of
quantification, (i.e., have the barrier explicitly modeled in the PRA), the risk
impact can be quantified and compared to the risk management thresholds
provided in section'l 1.0 of NUMARC 93-01 as stated above. Appropriate
risk management actions can then be implemented.

In performing this assessment, it should be ensured that adequate defense-
in-depth for key safety functions wvill be preserved.

To ensure that the plant risk is quantitatively addressed in an integrated
fashion, the actual plant'configuration should be used when invoking LCO
3.0.9. When an emergent condition occurs, the original risk assessment will
be re-evalu'ated in accordance with (a)(4).

6.2 Process for Risk'Assessrment for LCO 3.0.9

The overall process for determining if the use of LCO 3.0.9 is acceptable is
shown in Figures 1 and 2. The steps in the process are discussed in more
detail following the'flowehart.

While LCO 3.0.9 does'not limit the applicability to specific numbers of
degraded barriers, caution should be used relative to the total number of
barriers and/or systems for which the allowance is applied at any one time.
In general, the scope of applicability of the allowance should be limited, as
appropriate, based on the following considerations:

' .t *.i

1. The overall risk importance of the system or combination of systems
to whichi the allowance would be applied at a given time.

2. The depetidencies between systems t6owhich the allowance is
applied at a given time.

3. The capability of the risk assessment tool to quantify the impact of
the combinations of barriers to which the allowance is applied.

'With regard to item2, it is expected that either dependencies will be
accounted for in the configuration-specific modeling or a qualitative
assessment of dependencies will be performed. If the systems are
independent, then the flowchart (Figures I and 2).can be used successively
for each system, and th6 results added to determine the total risk. If there
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arc dependencies between the systems, the actual risk may be greater than
that indicated by adding the results of the flowchart applications. In this
case, the barrier(s) should not be removed from both systems unless they arc
protecting agains'tdiffercnt (independent) initiating events, or unless the risk
impact of the dependency is capable of being addressed by the risk
assessment tool.

As general guidance, it is recommended that the use of LCO 3.0.9 to
facilitate planned maintenance activities should consider the following:

1. The allowance should not normally be applied to more than two
degraded barriers on a given train (e.g., more than two degraded
barriers protecting the same train against different initiators).

2. The use of the allowance should normally be limited to no more than
two degraded barriers on a given system at a single time (e.g., one
degraded barrier protecting against one initiator on train A, and a
degraded barrier protecting against another initiator on train B).
However, this does not infer that the use of LCO 3.0.9 permits
different barriers, protecting redundant trains against the same

. ;initiating event, to be removed from service simultaneously.

3. For maintenance planning purposes, it is a good practice to apply
the allowance in a train-wise fashion, in conjunction with other
plant-wide maintenance activities on the same train. This simplifies
the assessment process, allows for risk management actions to
ensure the availability of the opposite train, and is a standard risk
management good practice.

.4. If the barricr(s) in question protects against an external event (e.g.,
tornado), the use of LCO 3.0.9 for initiating events not modeled
quantitatively should be limited to a barrier(s) on a single train at a
time. See NUMARC 93-01 for severe weather guidance
information.

The flowchart and corresponding discussion of the process is intended to
evaluate the removal 'of onCeor more degraded barriers from service per
system. The process needs to be repeated if considering additional degraded
barriers protecting another system.
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-Figure 1
Process for Assessing the Acceptability of Using the Degraded

Barrier Allo-wance - Part 1

LCO 3.0.9 Applicability Rule for Barricrs

tep 1: Identify the initiating evcnt category for
the degraded barrier(s). .

Step 2: Is the barrier(s) part of a ventilation
system, a fire barricr, protecting only' non-Tcch
Spec Systems, a snubb6r, or not rendering a
Technical Specification'systern inoperablc?II

Yes LCO 3.0.9 does not apply. In the case
. of a snubber, LCO 3.0.8 applies.

,I!No
No

Step 3: Does the degraded barrier (or barriers)
protect only onc train of a two-train system?

Step 4: Does the degraded
barrier protect a single train
system?
(See BWR system description
in Section 5.1.)

Yes (Cases Ib, Ic) ,,, .. , No4 Yes
Case Ia)

Step 5: NOTE: The following question
must be asked for each degraded barrier:

4nrthL ona s-nw 1-~at. n*l -4r-

:. two-train system'

.:<; Step. 6:.Do the de
provide the suppc
different categori,
events?

Yes
(Case 3)

ii UL VUL11 LI.111b U1 U

F

.No Yes
(Case 2)

graded barriers
ort function for
es of initiating

No _if
(Case 4) LCO 3.0.9 allowance

I , p> not permitted.

I
Continue to Figure 2, Part
2 of Flowchart.
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Figure 2
Process for Assessing the Acceptability of Using-the Degraded

Barrier Allowance - Part 2

Continued from Figure 1,H Part 1 of Flowchart.

Step 7: Consider conditions of the TSTF-
427 Technical Justification.

Step 7a: Determine the ratio of IEj/IET for the initiating events against which 1
the degraded barrier(s) protects.

Step 7b: Determine the configuration-specific RAW of the Technical
Specification supported system(s) or component(s) the degraded barrier
supports and review insights for high RAW values.

Step 7c: Use the plant baseline CDF and the baseline LERF to determine the
acceptability of LCO 3.0.9.

Step 7d: Consider the impact of external events on the risk evaluation (may
be quantitative or qualitative).

Step 8: Perform a risk assessment in accordance with Maintenance Rule
(a)(4) program.

. 1

Step 9: Are results of (a)(4) evaluation - No LCO 3.0.9 allowance
acceptable? not permitted.

Yes |

Step 10: Identify and establish risk management actions as appropriate,
including considerations for high system or component RAW, external
events, and LERF.

Step I ]: Determine the risk-informed completion time, TC. Remove
Degraded barrier must be restored within the risk management Rero m
actions duration not to exceed 30 days, or enter the associated
LCO. .service.
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Step 1: Identify the Initiating-Event Category for the Degraded
Barrier(s)

As stated in the Bases to LCO 3.0.9, the provisions of LCO 3.0.9 are based
on the following initiating event categories:

* Loss of coolant accidents,
I ligh energy line breaks,

* Feedwater line breaks,
* Internal flooding,
* External flooding,
' Turbine missile ejection, and

Tornado or high wind.

For the barrier(s) in question, determine the initiating event category (or
categories) against which the barricr(s) is protecting the Technical
Specification system.

If it is desired to use LCO 3.0.9 for a barrier protecting against an initiating
event not on the above table, but within the frequency ranges considered in
TSTF-427, (as discussed further in Step 7a); the Initiative 7a analysis is
applicable for that initiator. However, should the initiating event frequency
not be bounded by the frequencies given, plant-specific information must be
provided ,for NRC approval.

Step 2: LCO 3.0.9 Barrier Exclusions

As stated in the Bases to LCO 3.0.9, this provision does not apply to barriers
that support the following:

1. Ventilation systems (TSTF-287, Revision 5, "Ventilation System
Envelopc Allowcd Outagc Timc," approved by the NRC on March
16, 2000, provides a 24-hour Completion Time for ventilation trains
made inoperable by inoperable barriers),

2. Fire barriers (compensatory actions for degraded fire barriers are
addressed in other regulatory requiremcrnts and associated plant
programs)',

3. Snubbers (which arc covered by TSTF-372 and LCO 3.0.8.),

4. Non-Technical Specification systems, and

5. Supported Technical Specification system(s) if the inability of a
barrier(s)' to perform its support function does not render the
supported system inoperable.
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If "Yes," then LCO 3.0.9 does not apply. If "No," then proceed to Step 3.

Step 3: Number of Trains of a Two-Train System Impacted

There arc four specific cases of combinations of trains and barriers
that are considered in the process. The four cases are:

Case 1: One or more barriers protect one train of a system
Case 2: One barrier protects both trains of a two-train system
Case 3: Different barriers protect different trains of the same system for

different initiating events (no dependencies)
Case 4: Different barriers protect different trains of the same system for the

same initiating event

The individual cases can be further described as shown in Table 1. See
Appendix B for a corresponding table and notes for plants with three-train
systems. The IE1 indicates that the barrier protects the Technical
Specification equipment from initiating event "i."

Table I - Process Cases for a One or Two-Train System

Case Train 1 of System A Train 2 of System A Comment
Impacted by Barrier(s) Impacted by Barrier

I a Barrier I - IEi N/A- Single Train System LCO 3;0.9 not allowed.
lb Barrier I - IEl No LCO 3.0.9 allowed subject

to MR risk assessment
. 2(Step 8).

Ic Barrier I - IE1  No LCO 3.0.9 allowed subject
Barrier 2 - IE1 or.1E2  , to MR risk assessment

(Step 8).
2 Barrier I -.IEi Barrier ]-113E , LCO 3.0.9 not allowed.
3 Barrier I - IE, Barrier 2 -3 'E LCOi3.0.9 allowed subject

: ,, to MR risk assessment
,_ _ ,_ . _ . _ - ;(Stel 8).

4 Barrier I E- E' Barrier 2 - IE ' LCO 3.0.9 not allowed.

Case I represents a barrier or barriers that impacitonly one train of a system.
The system may have only one train or two trains. Case I a is not allowed
regardless of the initiating event since a loss of system function could result.
An example of this would be a barrier on the Refueling Water Storage Tank,
which is considered a single system (component). -Cases I b and I c may be
acceptable after satisfying the performance of a risk assessment in Step 8.
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Case 2 represents a single barrier that impacts both trains of a two-train
system. This condition is not allowed by LCO 3.0.9 as it also involves a
potential loss of system function.

Case 3 represents different barriers impacting both trains of a two-train
system with each barrier protecting against a different initiating event. This
situation may be acceptable after performance of a risk assessment in Step 8.

Case 4 represents different barriers impacting both trains of a two-train
system with each barrier protecting against the same initiating event. This
condition is not allowed by LCO 3.0.9, as it involves a potential loss of
system function.

Step 3 asks if only one train of a two-train system is protected by a
barrier(s). If"Yes," then Cases lb and Ic apply and the process proceeds
directly to Step 7. If "No," then a check of the other combinations of trains
and barriers is made in the next three steps.

Step 4: A Barrier Protecting a Single Train Sy stem

This step checks for Case Ia, where a degraded barrier protects a single train
of a single train system. (See BWR system description in Section 5. 1.) If
the answer is "Yes," then this condition is not allowed by LCO 3.0.9, as it
involves a potential-loss of system function. If the answer is "No," then
proceed to the next step to check f6r Cases 2, 3, and 4.

Step 5: Check for Acceptable Combinations of Barriers and Trains:
Single or Multiple Barriers, Both Trains of Same System

Does the degraded barrier protect both redundant trains of the same system
from the same initiating event? (This question must be asked for each
degraded barrier.) If"Yes," thcn Casc 2 is in effect and thc LCO 3.0.9
allowance is not permitted to be applied to the barrier, as this results in a
potential loss of system function. If the response is "No," then it is implied
that there are different barriers that protect each train of a system. This may
or may not be acceptable depending on the initiating event(s) and the results
of the risk assessment. The process continues to the next step to check
Cases 3 and 4.

Step 6: Different Barriers That Impact Both Trains

Do the degraded barriers impact both trains of the same system and provide
protection against different categories of initiating events? If "Yes," then
Case 3 is in effect. These conditions may be acceptable after the
performance of a risk assessment in Step 8. If "No," then Case 4 is in effect
since the barriers must protect against the same initiating event. LCO 3.0.9
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allowance would not be permitted for this condition, as a potential loss of
system function could result.

Step 7: Consider Conditions of the Technical Justification for use of
LCO 3.0.9

To arrive at Step 7, one of two situations must have occurred: 1) one or
more barriers protect a single train of a two-train system, or 2) two or more
barriers protect both trains of a two-train system, each providing support for
different initiating events. Step 7 evaluates and determines plant-specific
parameters discussed in the technical justification provided in TSTF-427
that are used in the plant risk assessment to justify the use of the LCO 3.0.9
allowance. (The user is not limited by the example used in the TSTF-427
technical justification.) When these data are determined, insights from the
information can be used in the performance of a risk assessment in
accordance with the licensee's (a)(4) program for thebarricr(s) in question.

The technical justification for removal of a barrier in TSTF-427 is based on
the following equation for the incremental core damage probability (ICDP)
and input parameters:

ICDP,= [C X i 1x [(RAWj XCDFa)e? C DFIseI

where,

I. IE /IET is the ratio of the'initiaiting event frequency for which the
degraded barrier is designed to mitigate'to the total initiating event
frequency for the plant.

2. Configuration-specif ic Risk Achievement Worth (RAWj) for the
protected equipment j is 'the importance (to CDF) of the Technical
Specification equipment (tiain or component) for which the
degraded barrier is designed to protect.

3. 'CDFbSC (per reactor year) is thebase case CDF.
4. T, (hours) is the length of time the affected barrier is unavailable, or

the allowed time. * .

Step 7a: Determine the Ratio of IEi/IET

The provisions of LCO 3.0.9 are justified because of the low risk associated
*with barriers not being capable of performing their required support
function. This provision is based on consideration of the following

* initiating event categories:
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Loss of coolant accidents,
High energy line breaks,
Feedwater line breaks,
Internal flooding,
External flooding,

* Turbine missile ejection, and
* Tornado or high winds:

The user is not limited by the example used in the TSTF-427 technical
justification. LCO 3.0.9 may be expanded to other initiating event
categories, provided plant-specific analysis demonstrates that the frequency
of the additional initiating events is bounded by the generic analysis
provided in TSTF-427 or plant-specific approval is obtained from the NRC.

The user'should determine the ratio of IEi/IET and confirm on a plant-
specific basis that for any initiator used tojustify use of LCO 3.0.9, the
bounding value of 9.IE-31 is not exceeded. The user should determine on a
plant-specific basis the ratio of IE1 /IET for each initiator against which the
barrier protects where each term'is defined as follows:

* IE3 (per year) is the frequency of the initiating event for which the
affected barrier is designed to mitigate, and

* JET (per year) is the total initiating event frequency for the plant.

This ratio should be determined for each initiating event for which the
affected barrier is designed to protect against whether or not the affected
initiator was considered in the example in TSTF-427. The resultant sum of
all the ratios should be less than the bounding value of 9.1 E-03.

For those users that have only internal'events PRAs and the barrier(s) in
question protects against an external event (e.g., tornado), the expectation is
that theuser wvill make a rcasonabIc effort to' determine the initiating event
frequency on a generic basis taking into account the physical location of the
plant. For exainplc,,a plant in Kansas should ensure that an appropriate
tornado initiating event frequency is determined fdr that area of the country.

Step 7b: Determine the Risk Achievement'Worth (RAW) Value

Determine the configuration-spccific RAW value2 of the Technical
Specification supported system(s). If the RAW value is high or expected
high, generally taken to be on the order of 100 or above for a single

9. i E-03/yr is the value of the most likely' initiator for which this LCO would apply, based on a steam
line break, perNUREG 5750, Table G-l. Further, IET was assumed equal to 1/yr. This wvas the limiting
case used in NRC's review of the initiative. See TSTF-427 for additional discussion.

2 All subsequent references to RAW values are intended to be configuration specific.
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component or for several systems or components considered collectively,
the expectation is that the rigor of the risk analysis and review of insights
will correspondingly increase.. In general, when the RAW value is 100 or
greater, LCO 3.0.9 should not be.invoked. However, an assessment can be
performed that considers more than the numerical value of RAW. If the
equipment is modeled in the PRA (or an acceptable surrogate is used), then
a review of the important sequences that drive the RAW value is
recommended to better understand the risk profile. This cut set review will
provide valuable information and insights relative to the barrier(s) being
taken out-of-service and will increase the overall understanding of the risks
associated with the barrier removal.

The following guidance is provided to help determine the RAW value.

1. If a single barrier affecting a single Technical Specification
component in a system is degraded, the RAW value is just the RAW
value of the protected component (or suitable surrogate, e.g., RAW
value of the system train) obtained from configuration-specific PRA.
This can be obtained directly from the basic event(s) in question.

2. If a single barrier affecting a single Technical Specification
component in a system is degraded, the RAW value can be estimated
by setting the component to out-of-service in the PRA and solving
the model. The resultant RAW value of the protected component (or
suitable surrogate) is the ratio of the new CDF to the base case CDF.

3. If multiple Technical Specification equipment in different systems
are involved due to multiple barriers being removed at the same
time, the configuration-specific RAW from all affected
systems/components needs to be considered.

If there are interactions or dependencies between the affected
* components or systems (or it is desired to determineif such

dependencies exist), perform a specific evaluation using a
configuration-specific model to determine the RAW. value of the
combined failure of the components. This can be performed by
solving for (or by using pre-solved configurations of) out-of-service
plant equipment to determine the combined RAW value of the
Technical Specification systems/components for the degraded
barriers. The RAW value is estimated from the ratio of the CDF to
the base case CDF.

Step 7c: Check the Plant Baseline CDF and LERF

The example in the technical justification assumes that the baseline CDF
and large early release frequency (LERF) is such that the estimated ICDP
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and incremental large early release probability (ILERP) remain within
acceptable limits for up to a maximum of 30 days. The maximum values
used in'the Technical Justification are CDF < I E-04/reactor-year and LERF
< I E-05/reactor-year. While the licensee is not limited by the values in the
technical justification, the licensee should use the plant baseline CDF and
LERF in conjunction with the RAW value and initiating event frequency
previously evaluated in determining any risk management actions.

The technical justification assumes that LERF impact is an order of
magnitude less than CDF impact. This is generally a conservative
assumption. However, if the barrier protects a system that is significant to
mitigation of containment bypass events, such as interfacing systems LOCA
'or steam generator tube rupture, assess the LERF impact using a qualitative,
quantitative, or blended approach, i.e., the PRA model and/or other risk
information. Examples of systems that may be important to LERF
mitigation' for-containment bypass include:

* For BWRs: MSIVs, HIPCI, RCIC, Isolation Condenser, and Low
Pressure ECCS.

* For PWRs: MSIVs, PORV, AFW, IHPI, Secondary Side Heat
Removal, Steam Generator Isolation

If a quantitative assessment of the LERF inipzict cannot be made, the use of
LCO 3.0.9 at a given time should be limited to a single barrier protecting a
system that is significant to mitigation of containment bypass events.

Step 7d: Considerthe Impact of External Events on the Risk
Evaluation

If the plant baseline CDF and LERF alirady contain external events, then no
further action is'ncedcd in Step 7d since these events have already been
considered inithe&quantitative analysis. '

It is rwcognizeid,'li6wecv&r, that in 'some cases, the above values are
calculated usinig only an internal events PRA. In this case, consideration
should also be given to the CDF and LERF contribution from external
events. Based on the barrier(s) involved, a qualitative assessment should be
made. Based on this assessment and the impact of the external events
involved, some additional margin to account for their contribution to the
CDF and LERF should be considered.

Note: If the PRA considers internal events only and the initiator(s) of
*interest is related to an external event, then for these initiating event
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categories there will be no contribution to the internal CDF and
consequently no risk delta unless generic data or PRA surrogate information
arc used for Steps 7a through 7d. For this situation, a qualitative assessment
should be made for the barrier(s) being -considered for removal from service
to determine any additional insights to be used in the risk assessment
performed in Step 8. If the barrier(s) in question protects against an
external event (e.g., tornado, external flood, etc) that is not modeled in the
PRA, the use of LCO 3.0.9 at a given time should be limited to a single
barrier protecting against such an unmodeled external initiating event.

Plant studies have been performed for the purposes of the Individual Plant
Examination for External Events (IPEEE). These studies have involved
either PRAs, or screening methods such as Fire Induced Vulnerability
Analysis (FIVE) or Scismic Margins Analysis (SMA), and screening studies
for other external events (such as external floods or high winds). These
studies provide information that may be helpful in determining the external
events risk contribution. For example, plant systems or components that
participate in safe shutdown paths identified through FIVE or SMA
evaluations should be considered to have external events risk importance.
Another way external events risk importance can be accounted for is by
modifying the RAW value using the insights from the IPEEE and similar
analyses. Risk management actions should take this into account, even if
the external events risk importance cannot be directly quantified.

If PRAs have been performed for externalevents, then insights from these
PRAs can be used to establish risk management actions. Caution should be
used in adding the results of various PRA models, depending upon their
biases, degree of,modeling detail, and other considerations.

Step 8: Risk Assessment

The technical justification assurnes acceptable ICDP values will result to
justify up to a 30-day time period based on consideration of the ratio of IE;

1IET being less than the bounding value of 9.']E-03, acceptable RAW value
of the Technical Specification supported'sysiem, and acceptable plant

*baseline CDF and LERF values. The risk assessment may determine up to a
maximum 30-day acceptable time period bef6r'e the LCO of the Technical
Specification supported system must be entered if the barrier(s) has not been
restored to fulfill its support'function. If the risk assessment does not
support removal of the barrier from service without declaring the supported
system inoperable, then the LCO 3.0.9 allowance should not be used.

Performance of a risk assessment necessitates having some basic
information regarding the barrier in question. Specifically the following
' must be known about the barrier and its supported system:
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I. The Tcchnical Specification system'or cquiipmcnt that it supports
2. The initiator(s) for which the barrier is protecting against
3. The initiating event frequency for the initiator in question
4. The RAW value of the Technical Specification supported system(s)
* oi component(s)

The barrier that cannot perform its required support function will be
evaluated and managed under the Maintenance Rule 10 CFR
50.65(a)(4) risk assessment and management program (see Section
5.0), and associated industry guidance (NUMARC 93-01, Revision
3). This provision is applicable whether the barrier is degraded due
to planned maintenance or due to a discovered condition: Should the
risk assessment and risk management actions for a specific plant
configuration, or emergent condition, not support the maximum 30-
*day allowed time period, the (a)(4) risk matiagemcnt action must be
implemented for the acceptable time frame or the supported system's
LCO be considered not met.

Step 9: Results of-Risk Assessment

The process for defining actions to be taken based on the risk assessment is
listed in NUMARC 93-01 and is shown below for illustrative purposes.

NRC Regulatory Guide 1.182, "Assessing and Managing Risk Before
Maintenance Activities at Nuclear Power Plants," provides the following
tablc 6f ICDP values and risk management actions:

"JCDP aid JLERP, for a specific planned configuration, map be considered
asfollows with respect to establishing risk management actions:"

ICDP ACTION ILERP
> I 07 ' - configuration should not normally be >10-6

ent&red voluntarily. __

10° to 10' assess non-quantifiable factors 10' to 10.6
- establish risk management actions

< 10-6 - noImal'work controls <1l

There may be other similar processes based on RG 1.182 and NUMARC 93-
01 that define risk management actions and determine acceptable time
frames, such as those that result in colors or use other defense-in-depth
methods to define specific risk levels and risk management actions.

If the results of the risk assessment are acceptable ("Yes"), continue to Step
10 for final considerations prior to barrier removal. If the results are not
acceptable ("No"), then the LCO 3.0.9 allowance is not permitted.
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Step 10: Risk Management Actions

There are additional actions that may need to be taken based on
considerations of the risk assessment. It is recognized that typically the
above values are estimated using the internal events PRA. If this is the case,
consideration should also be given to the CDF and LERF contribution from
external events. Since these metrics are not quantified, or integrated with
internal events at many plants, it is reasonable to provide some margin to
account for their contribution. Additionally, it would be prudent to consider
risk management actions for the removal of barriers from components with
higher RAW values, even if the ICDP and ILERP (or equivalent) arc within
the "normal work controls" region. In particular, controls on maintenance
unavailabilities of the remaining train should be considered.

Step 1I: Determine the Risk-Informed Completion Time, T1

Using an ICDP equation, such as is given in Section 6.2 Step 7, determine
the risk-informed completion time, T,. The equation in Step 7 solved for T,
is given below (variables defined in Step 7):

ICDPx8766

; E; x [(RM Wj X CDFb,,,,)-CDFbae],
JET

This guideline recommends an ICDP value of ] .0E-06 be used in the
calculation. (Such a value is used in the example in Appendix A.)

After the risk management actions are defined and implemented, and the
risk-informed completion time has been determined, the barrier(s) may be
removed from service.

6.3 Inoperability of the Second Train

With a barrier out of service as per the process described in Section 6.2, an
emergent or planned condition may affect the required Operable redundant
(second) train. If the required Operable train or subsystem becomes
inoperable while LCO 3.0.9 is in use, the' second train must be restored to
Operable status within 24 hours or the provisions of LCO 3.0.9 cannot be
applied.

There are three cases that apply:

* The second train is impacted by the failure of Technical
Specification equipment itself. In this case, the 24-hour limit
applies.
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* The second train is impacted by the failure of a barrier that protects
the Technical Specification equipment from the same initiating event
as the barrier on the first train. In' this ease, the 24-hour limit applies.

* The second train is impacted by the failure of a barrier that protects
the Technical Specification equipment from a different initiating
event as the barrier on the first train. In this case, the 24-hour limit
does not apply. LCO 3.0.9 is still in effect as per Case 3 of Table 1.
-lowever, the risk assessment must be performed again to determine

if a) new risk management actions are required, and b) there is a
change to the risk-informed completion time, Tc.

7.0 Example Assessment,

Appendix A provides an example of a risk assessment approach based on Reg
Guide 1.182 and NUMARC 93-01 that defines risk management actions resulting in
"colors" to define specific risk levels and risk management actions.

Note: Appendix A provides a plant-specific example. As such, the risk
management thresholds. and assessment methods reflect one approach, but other
methods are acceptable. The example is provided for illustration purposes only.

8.0 Documentation

Programs for risk assessment and management are required to be proceduralized in
accordance wvith NUMARC 93-01. Fora single barrier removed from service,
documentation should be consistent with that currently used for Maintenance Rule
risk assessments. However, for cases when multiple systenis and/or multiple
occurrences of LCO 3.0.9 are involved, documentation of the risk assessment and
the risk management actions should be retrievable and available for inspection by
the NRC staff. Examples of information that could be requested by. the NRC are:
qualitative considerations and compensatory' measures (if needed), what barriers are
rem6ved, the applicable calculations, the applicable risk management actions, the
calculated allowed tim-e;and the times of barrier removal and restoration to show
that the 30-day limit was-met.
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APPENDIX A

Example of a Risk Assessment Program for Barriers

This is an example of a matrix process that uses pre-solved configurations of various
single and combination maintenance events for Technical Specification (TS) equipment
that are impacted by removal of a barrier from service that protects the TS equipment. It
is assumed that the ratio of the initiating event frequency in question to the total initiating
event frequency (IEj /IET) is equal to the bounding value of 9.1 E-03 and the plant baseline
CDF and LERF values are 2.48E-05/reactor year and 5.00E-06/reactor year, respectively.
This process could be extended to any number of TS systems or components. Only
selected systems/components were chosen for this example.

To use the PRA matrix, the user highlights the row(s) and column(s) for each TS
system/function(s) that is in maintenance and (absent use of LCO 3.0.9) would not be
Operable due to a degraded barrier. The intersections are quantified by calculating a core
damage frequency (CDF) and subsequently a Risk Achievement Worth (RAW) value
with the single or two systems/functions placed in maintenance. Using an incremental
core damage probability (ICDP) limit of .0E-063 , an allowed time can be calculated for
the barrier to be out-of-service before the TS of the protected system(s) must be entered.
If the calculated time, Tc, exceeds 30 days, then the backstop of 30 days is used. If the
time is less than 30 days, then the actual time calculated is used. The colors (discussed

.later), which are determined from either the RAW value obtained or the conditional CDF,
identify the level of management compensatory actions needed during the period when
the barrier is out-of-service. Table A-2 contains a listing of the systems/components used
in this example.

The first step in quantifying the PRA matrix is to determine the CDF1 for the single TS
component out-of-service and the CDF2 for combinations of TS equipment out-of-
service. Table A-3 contains the results of this analysis. The calculations are performed
by taking the affected system(s)/functions(s) out-of-scrvice and solving the PRA. Only
one train of a system is assumed to be in maintenance for this example.

Each intersection on Table A-3 has been divided into two columns. The first column
contains the CDF2 associated with the intersection of the systems/components. The
second column contains the RAW value associated with the combination of.
systems/component out-of-service referenced to the base case CDF. The RAW value can
be determined by dividing the CDF2 for the intersection by the base case CDF of
2.48E-05.

From Table A-3 it can be seen that the CDF for an intersection is dependent on which
piece of equipment was initially taken out-of-service in the PRA. For example, the CDF
for the AFWtp, EDG intersection is 6.5E-04 based on the cut set with AFWtp in
maintenance. Using the cut set file with the EDG in maintenance, the CDF is 5.95E-04.

3 Note this is a plant-specific value, and NUMARC 93-01 provides for other 'values to be chosen as
appropriate.
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These differences are mainly due to truncation of cut sets below a certain value. If the
truncation limit were low enough, there would be no difference in the numbers. When
differences exist, the higher CDF (RAW) value is used for the final determination of
acceptability to remove the barrier. This is reflected in the subsequent tables.

Table A-4 shows the PRA Matrix with the limiting RAW valucs from Table A-3 for the
case where a degraded barrier impacts two TS systems/functions. It also shows (under
th; RAW column) the RAW value for a degraded barrier that impacts only one TS
system. As before, these RAW values were calculated from Table A-3 by dividing CDF,
by the base case CDF of 2.48E1-05/year.

Determination of Risk Management Actions Levels

Apply the following guidelines to the RAW values on Table A-4 to determine the level of
management actions needed prior to removal 'of the barrier.

1. Set the Yellowt-Orange Conditional CDF Threshold Value

The Yellow-Orange threshold value is based on the base case CDF of the plant.
All other threshold levels are fixed. The Green-Yellow threshold is twice the
baseline CDF and is based on NUMARC 93-01 criteria, i.e., a system or
component is not considered risk significant if it has a RAW value less than 2:

The Orange-Red threshold is also based on NUMARC 93-01 criteria where it
states, "maintenance con7figurations wt'ith a configuration specific CDF in excess
of IO-, /year should be carefully considered before volhntarily entering sulCh
conditions."

The Yellow-Orange threshold value is taken to be the time it takes to reach an
ICDP of 1.01E-06. This time period is chosen to be 36 hours, which represents one
half of a 72-hour Technical Specification Completion Time. (A 72-hour
Completion Time is used for illustrative purposes.) If a maintenance activity is
expected to last longer than one half of the Technical Specification Completion
Time, the Plant Operations-Review Committcc(PORC) will typically convene to
discuss specific additional risk'nnanagemcnt actions to be taken to minimize the
risk during the maintenance evolution.

The equation used to set the Yellow-Orangc threshold is as follows:

Y-O threshold = [(L .OE-06 x 8760 hrs/yr x 0.9 plant capacity factor)/36 hrs]

+ bWisccasc CDFiyr

For this specific example, the base case CDF is 2.48E-05/year. Yellow-Orange
threshold is therefore 2.5E-04/year. The remaining discussion in this section
assumes a base case CDF of 2.48E-05/year. (Note: If a plant had a base case CDF
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-of 2.0E-04/year, the Ycllow-Orange threshold (assuming 0.9 capacity factor)
would be 4.2E-04/year with Yellowv being less than or equal to 4.2E-04/year and
Orange being greater than 4.2E-04/year.)

2. Green Conditions: Risk Level - Green

Is the RAW value 2 or less? For the Maintenance Rule (NUMARC 93-01
criteria), a system or component is not considered risk significant if it has a RAW
value less than 2.

Green conditions denote minimum risk. The plant is fully capable of performing
the associated safety functions. No additional risk assessment actions are required
from plant personnel.

Management Action - Green

Normal work controls would be employed for configurations having nominal
safety significance. This means that the normal plant work control processes are
followed for the work activity, and that no additional actions to address risk
management actions are necessary.

Work Planning Phase

Work Control Staff reviews the scheduled risk evaluation.

Work Execution Phase

Work Control Operations SRO shall verify the work schedule and issue clearance
to begin work once the acceptable length of time the degraded barrier can be
unavailable is determined.

3. Yellow Conditions: Risk Level - Yellow

Is the RAW value greater than or equal'to 2 and the CDF associated with the TS
equipment (i.e., taking the RAW value listed on Table A-4 and multiplying it by
the base case CDF of 2.48E-05/year) less than or equal to 235E-04/year? For the
Maintenance Rule, a system or component is considered risk significant if it has a
RAW value greater than or equal to 2.

The CDF value of 2.5E-04/yr is shown on Table A-1 and is based on the time it
takes to reach an ICDP of .OE-06. This value was determined in step I of this
Section. This time period corresponds approximately to 36 hours. Many TS
completion times arc 72 hours. As stated earlier, typically, a plant will not -exceed
half of this value (36 hours) without an additional level of planning and
authorization from, for example, the PORC. While an ICDP of -IE-05 is
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acceptable for planning arid work execution with the proper risk management
actions in place,- setting a value of I E-06 provides an acceptable threshold to
address increased risk levels above the Green level.

Yellow conditions denote a reduced safety condition. The plant's ability to
perform the associated safety function is reduced, but acceptable.

Management Action - Yellow

Risk management actions for yellow conditions are focused on providing
increased risk awareness. Operations and Maintenance personnel shall discuss
the planned work activity within their respective organizations to increase
Operator and Maintenance awareness of the risk of the work activity.

Work Planning Phase

Work Control Staff reviews the scheduled risk evaluation.

Work Execution Phase

Operations SRO assigned to Work Control Center shall verify the work schedule.
Maintenance Teams shall be aware of the risks associated with their. tasks, and
shall review any risk reduction measures they are responsible for completing.
Clearance will be given to begin work once the acceptable length of time the
degraded barrier can be unavailable is determined.

4. Orange Conditions: Risk Level - Orange

Is the CDF associated with the TS equipment (i.e., taking the RAW value listed
on Table A-4 and multiplying it by the base case CDF of 2.48E-05/year), greater
than 2.5E-04/yr but less than I E-03/year (see Table A-5)?

Orange conditions denote that the key safety function is in a degraded condition,
and steps shall be taken to manage this condition.

Management Action - Orange

When entering a planned activity that has been assessed as an orange condition,
prior PORC approval is required. Identical planned activities that have already
received PORC approval in the past do not require additional PORC review.
Changes made to planned activities that have been previously reviewed and
approved by the PORC. shall be reviewed by the PORC Chairperson to determine
if a subsequent review by the PORC is required. There must be a written Risk
Management Plan overseen by the Work Control organization with input from
other groups as necessary. This Risk Management Plan shall be developed as
outlined in the Risk Management Process directive.
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When entering an orange condition from emergent work, an Operations SRO
assigned to the Work Control Center will ensure development of a work plan to
restore the degraded barrier. This may require input from other groups as
necessary. The Operations Shift Manager (OSM) will evaluate the restoration
plan and have final authority whether the plan is implemented. Additionally, at
the OSM's discretion, development of a written risk management plan for actions
to be taken in the event of further degradations may be required.

Work Planning Phase

Work Control shall ensure the development of a written Risk Management Plan,
including risk reduction measures.

Work Execution Phase

Operations will verify the work schedule and guidance on the activities then
release the work for execution. Maintenance must understand when a work
activity affects risk significant SSCs, the risk level of that work and any required
actions as designated in a Risk Management Plan. Clearance will be given to
begin work once the acceptable length of time the degraded barrier can be
unavailable is determined.

5. Red Conditions: Risk Level- Red

Is the CDF associated with the TS equipment (i.e., taking the RAW value listed
-on Table A-4 and multiplying it by the base case CDF of 2.48E-05/yeir) greater
than or equal to I E-03/year as shown on Table A-5? TheCDF threshold'
guideline of NUMARC 93-01 is exceeded, and LCO 3.0.9 should not be used.

Management Action - Red

The barrier cannot be removed without entering the TS action'statement for the.
affected equipment.

In Sumimary:
Table A-l

Summary Table Based on Ba'se Case CDF of 2.48E-04/year

Risk Assessment Tool 1 RAW or CDF Value used to Determine Risk
Color Assessment Tool Color
Green RAW • 2

Yellow RAW> 2 and CDF < 2.5E-04/year
Orange 2.5E-04/year < CDF: •IE-03/year

Red CDF > I E-03/year
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Table A-5 indicates thoscintcractions that result in a CDF between 2.5E-05 and I E-
03/year (Orange condition)'as well as those that result in a CDF > I E-03/year (Red
condition): As stated abovc, for arcd condition, the barrier could not be made
unavailable without entering the action statement for the affected TS equipment. Table
A-6 contains the final results of the assessment converted to the Risk Assessment Tool
colors using the above guidelincs.-

The Risk Assessment Tool colors define the appropriate management and compensatory
actions to be taken when the barrier is out-of-service. The maximum time the barrier can
be out-of-scrvice (up to a backstop of 30 days) until the TS for the supported equipment
must be entered still needs to be calculated.

Determination of the Completion Time, Tc

As stated in the body of this document Tc, the length of time the degraded barrier can be
unavailable, is given by:

ICDPx8766
TC JE,-

JE -x[(RAW4 xCDF,) )-CD1se] *-

In this Appendix, IE1 /IET is equal to the bounding value of 9.1 E-03, the plant baseline
C:DF = 2.48E-05/reactor year, and the ICDP is 1 E-06. The values of RAWj for both a
barrier impacting one TS system/function and a barrier impacting two TS
system§/functions come from~ Table A-6. Substituting in the values and solving for T,
provides the maximum allowed time the barrier can be out-of-service without entering
the action statement for the supported TS system(s)/function(s). If the value of T,
exceeds 30 days, then a 30-day time limit is used.

Table A-7 provides the calculated values of Tc. As can be seen, the barrier can be
removed for up to the 30-day limit for those single and double TS impacted
systems/functions indicated by ihe green, 'yllo'w, and orange conditions after
implementing the appropriate risk management actions. For those red conditions where
the conditional CDF exceeds I E-03, the barrier cannot be removed from service without
entering the TS action statement of the affected system(s)/function(s) even though the
calculated allowed time may be acceptable due to 'the risk impact of the barrier removal.
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TABLE A-2

Listing of Systems/Components Used in the Example

System Identifier

230/525 kV Switchyard Systems SYD

Emergency Diesel Generator System . EDG
Electrical

4.16 kV Essential Power 4.16KV

Shared Transformer - the function of being able to tie SAT
power between units

Auxiliary Feedwatcr Motor Driven Pump AFWmp

SG Cooling

Auxiliary Feedwater Turbine Driven Pump.: AFWtp

.I

f .

I Ii
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Table A-3
Example PRA Matrix for Barriers Impacting the Following Tech. Spec. Systems/Components

. CDFi* Electrical Electrical Electrical . - Electrical S/G Cooling S/G Cooling
Base PRA SYD EDG 4.16 KV . SAT. . AFWmp AFWtp

2.48E-05 CDF2 # RAW+ CDF2# RAW+ CDF2# RAW+ CDF2# RAW+ CDF2 # RAW+ CDF2# RAW+

SYD 3.64r-05 N/A N /A'- 1.22E-04 4.9 4.66F-04 1,.8 4.76E-05 1.9 3.64E-05 1.5 15E-04 4.6

EDG S .50E-05 3.,5E-04 15.5 N/Al.:. N/A . 1.43E-03 57.6 1.562-04 4.7 s.sn -s 3 .4 5.952-04 24.0
4.16 KV 1.43E-03 3.06E-03 123.3 1.43E-03 57.6 N/A N/A 1.57E-03 63.2 1.43E1.-03 57.6 6.9412-03 275.5

SAT 2.59E-05 4.76E-05 1.9 1.161-04 4.7 1.57E-03 63.2 N/A N/A 4.22E-05 1.7 1.732-04 7.0

AF\Vmp 4.1 nn-05 7,64E-05 3.1 6.93E-05 2.8 4.651-04 1 .8 4.22E-05 1.7 N/A N/A .. X.61 -04 34.7
AFWtp 1.30E-04 5.58E-04 22.5 6.50E-04 26.2 2.JOE-03 84.7 1.732-04 7.0 7.67E-04 30.9 ~. .N/A N/A:

*Th1is column represents the base case CDF/year and CDF/year with a barrier affecting only oneTS systcm/function.
# CDF/year with a degraded barrier that impacts two systems/functions.
+ RAW for the combined systems/functions out-of-service calculated by dividing the CDF2 by 2.48E-05 (base case CDF).
Note: RAW values in bold show differences in PRA solution dependent upon whicih equipment is first taken out-of-service. These
values are limiting and should be used.
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Table A-4
Summary of RAW Values for Combinations of Tech. Spec.

Equipment. Out-of-Service (from Table A-3)

A C D E F G H I J

RAW Electrical. SG Cooling

SYD EDG 4.16 SAT AFW AFW
2 . .KV mp tp
3 Base Case 1.0 1.5 3.4 57.6 1.0 1.7 5.2

SYD 1.5 15.5 123.3 1.9 3.1 22.5

Electrical EDG 3.4 57.6 4.7 3.4 26.2

4.16 KV 57.6 | 63.2 57.6 275.5
6- -

SAT 1.0 1.7 7.0

8 SG AFWmp 1.7 - ]- ||34.7

Cooling AFWtp 5.2 _ - .-

Note: The values listed in -the RAW column are for-the case of one or more barriers
impacting one TS system/component and are calculated from data on Table A-3.
Example: RAW, for only the 4.16 KV system that has a degraded barricr = I .43E-
03/2.48E-05 = 57.6, where 1.43E-03 is the CDF1 from.Table A-3.
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Table A-5
Determination of Red Interactions that Indicate a CDF > IE-03/year
or Orange Interactions between 2.5E-04/year < CDF < IE-03/year

L . | _RAW Electrical SG Cooling

r ^SYD EDG 4.16 SAT' AFWmp AFWtp

Base Case . 1.0 3.4 > 1E-0I . 1.0 1.7 P .2
_____- >2 .4E-4 1j>2.4E,.4

.SYD 15 >1E03 I E1E03

Electrical EDG 3.4 > I F,0E

4.16 KV > I E03 > I . >-03 > 1&03, > IF-03

SAT 1.0 _ >1E=C3

I>2.4E4
G AF1-p 1.7 I

Cooling AFWtp 5.2 1
Note: Determine if the CDF > I E-03/year. or betwecn,2.5E-04/ycar and I E-03/year by
taking the combined RAW.valueliitcd on'Tablc A-4 and multiplying it by thc base case
Cl)F of 2.48E 05/year. If the CDF is greater than IE-03/year, then a Red condition exists
and the barrier cannot be removed without declaring the TS system inoperable-(regardless
of the allowed time calculated). If the CDF is >2.5E-04 but < IE-03/year, then an
Orange condition exists.
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Table A-6
Final Risk Assessment Tool PRA Matrix For

Consideration of Barrier Removal
I

:. , . ., ,.. . .

I
I I

I
I

. y
'!.'. _

t !|';
I djj. ' sI I 11 I._. . 1j,

l;|Same Green'
_ System IRAWS2

I',,

, , I I ,; .

I . .. 1. . .; . .- .-

'L'IP
Yellow .

RAW>2and . El0

t Orange
2.5E-04/year,< CDF

s 1E-03/,year '

. . ..

, i

. . 4 .

.. ;

. . ,, j

CDF s 2.5E-4/year -

* ~l *;;-;; r'; }1* ¢- .. *,.*..., ... '!'

, Red Note: The letter next to the valuc in the table
:1E,3/year indicates the risk color of the matrix block.

Combination not ,
allowed- ,

I I,

; .
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p.' TableA-7 '
Calculattion of Allowed Time Tc'(Days)

.. . ~-~ ' .L J . -;. ,.,&,-'i'te.!: ;!

I

8 SG I1
_ Cooling |AFW tp, |3 |'30 ;|30 | | 30 .| 0, O iT NA J

. . .: ' i.!i | -

CAUTION: A red conditi6n does'not allow thc barrier to be removed vitliout cntering
thc action statement for'the affctcd TS system(s)/funciion(s). Apply appropriate level of;
risk'managemcnt actio'nrs'as needed for the color condition entered..

CAUTION: Regardless of the allowed time caiculated, ifjthe conditional CDF exceeds
I E-03, then a r6d conditi6n' exists"and thc degraded barrier canot bcremoved without-
declaring the TS system inoperable. ' , -ii '. - ' ' '

Note: The letter next to the value in the table indicates-the risk color of the matrix

- -- # ; - *~~~~~~~. '- , *-':.!., ei;'.

,t I I :- .' i . . '-

block.
I.

! I I
. f

,I 1'.: " 1 �

. - -- . - I .1
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APPENDIX B

Three-Train Systems

If applied to a plant with more than two trains per safety system, additional combinations
of degraded barriers may be considered. The appendix provides a modified table of
process cases, and a modified flowchart to describe the process for this situation. (Note:
only Steps 3 and 6 of Part I of the flowchart is changed from the two-train case),

Table B-I - Process Cases for a Three-Train System

Note: The cases below represent typical barrier/train/initiating event
configurations. Other combinations are possible.

Case Train I of Train 2 of Train 3 of. Comment
System A System A System A

Impacted by Impacted by Impacted by
Barrier(s) Barrier Barrier

la Barrier I - 1E, N/A - Single N/A - Single LCO 3.0.9 not allowed.
Train System Train System

lb Barrier I - IE, No No LCO 3.0.9 allowed subject to
MR risk assessment (Step 8).

I c Barrier I - ]El No No LCO 3.0.9 allowed subject to
Barrier 2 - IE, MR risk assessment (Step 8).

or IE2  .

I d Barrier I - IE, No .Barrier 2 - IE, LCO 3.0.9 allowed subject to
MR risk assessment (Step 8).

I c Barricr I - IE, Barrier 2- IE2  No LCO 3.0.9 allowed subject to
i .MR risk assessment (Step 8).

2 Barrier I - 1E1  Barrier I - 1E1  Barrier I - IE, LCO 3.0.9 not allowed.
3a Barrier I - IE, Barrier 2 -1IE 2  Barrier 3 - 1E3  LCO 3.0.9 allowed subject to

MR risk assessment (Step 8),
but removal of more than
two barriers is not
recommended.

3b Barrier I - 1El Barrier 2 - 1E1  Barrier 3 - IE2  LCO 3.0.9 allowed subject to
MR risk assessment (Step 8),
but removal of more than
two barriers is not
recommended.

4 Barrier I - 1El Barrier 2 - 1El Barrier 3 - IE, LCO 3.0.9 not allowed.
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Case I represents a barrier or barriers that impact only one train of a system. The
system may have only one train or multiple trains. Case I a is not allowed
regardless of the initiating event since a loss of system function could result. An
example of this would be a barrier on the Refueling Water Storage Tank, which is
considered a single system (component). Cases Ib, Ic, Id, and Ie may be
acceptable after satisfying the performance of a risk assessment in Step 8.

Case 2 represents a single barrier that impacts all trains of a three-train system.
This condition is not allowed by LCO 3.0.9 as it also involves a potential loss of
system function.

Case 3a represents different barriers impacting all trains of a three-train system
with each barrier protecting against a different initiating event. Case 3b
represents different barriers impacting all trains of a three-train system with two
of the barriers protecting against the same initiating event. These situations may
be acceptable after performance of a risk assessment in Step 8. IHowever, it is not
recommended that more than two barriers be removed from service at the same
time.

Case 4 represents multiple different barriers that impact all trains of a three-train
system with each barrier protecting against the same initiating event. This.
condition is not allowed by LCO 3.0.9, as it involves a potential loss of system
function.

Figures B-I and B-2 outline the process for the three-train system.

The changes from the two-train process in Figures I and 2 involve Step 3 and
Step 6 of Figure B-I. Step 3 asks if only one or two trains of a three-train system
are protected by a barrier(s). *If "Yes," then Cases lb, I c, I d, or I c are in effect
and the process proceeds directly to Step 7. If "No," then a check of the other
combinations of trains and barriers is made in the next three steps. Step 6 asks if
the degraded barriers provide the support function for different categories of
initiating events: If "Yes," then Cases 3a and 3b are in effect and the process

.proceeds directly to Step 7. If"No," then Case 4 is in effect.

Refer to Section 6.2 of this document for more details on each step.
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Figure B-1
Process for Assessing the Acceptability of Using the Degraded

Barrier Allowance for a Three-Train System - Part I

Step l: Identify the initiating
event category for the
degraded barrier(s)

I
Step 2: Is the barrier(s) part of a ventilation
system, a fire barrier, protecting only non-Tech
Spec Systems, a snubber, or not rendering a
Technical Specification system inoperable?

Yes
LCO 3.0.9 does not apply. In
the case of a snubber, LCO
3.0.8 applies.

I No
Step 3: Does the degraded barrier (or barriers)
protect only one or two trains of a three-train
system?

No
No 0Step 4: Does the barrier

-protect a single train system?

Yes (Case Ib, Ic, Id, le)

No

Step 5: NOTE: The following question
must be asked for each affected barrier:
Does the barrier protect all trains of a
three-train system?

Yes
(Case la)

4 l

No Yes
(Case 2)

I Step 6: Do the degraded barriers
provide the support function for
different categories of initiating
events?

. .

Yes No
(Case 3a, 3b) (Case 4)

.. . . 0

LCO 3.0.9 allowance
not permitted.

Continue to Figure B-2,
Part 2 of Flowchart.
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Figure B-2
Process for Assessing the Acceptability of Using the Degraded

Barrier Allowance for a Three Train System- Part 2H Continued from Figure B-I,
Part I of Flowchart.

Step 7: Consider conditions of the TSTF-
427 Technical Justification.

Step 7a: Determine the ratio of IEj/IET for the initiating events against which.
the degraded barrier(s) protects.

Step 7b: Determine the configuration-specific RAW of the Technical
Specification supported system(s) or component(s) the degraded barrier
supports and review insights for high RAW values.

Step 7c: Use the plant baseline CDF and the baseline LERF to determine the
acceptability of LCO 3.0.9.

Step 7d: Consider the impact of external events on the risk evaluation (may
be quantitative or qualitative).

Step 8: Perform a risk assessment in accordance with Maintenance Rule
(a)(4) program.

1
Step 9: Are results of (a)(4) evaluation No |CO309alwne f

acceptable? no pemttd

Step 10: Identify and establish risk management actions as appropriate,
including considerations for high system or component RAW, external
events, and LERF.

Step 11: Determine the risk-informed completion time, T,
Degraded barrier must be restored within the risk management
actions duration not to exceed 30 days, or enter the associated
LCO.

Remove
barrier from
service.
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